
AN UNUSUAL STORM 
SEASON RAISES THE 
QUESTION: WHY?
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E D I T O R ’ S  P A G E

P
LASTIC IS back on the agenda, with the 2018 World 
Environment Day on June 5. And, I am not talking 
about garbage problems of countries like India. For us, 
plastic has never left the agenda—it is in our face liter-
ally. Our governments lack the money or the personnel 

to take back the increasing amount of waste we generate and to get 
rid of it. Growing mountains of non-biodegradable garbage—main-
ly plastic—is our nightmare. It is choking our drains, our rivers and 
our streets.  

No, this time plastic is back on the global agenda—perhaps af-
ter some 30 years or so. It was in the 1970s that the now developed 
world struggled with its massive waste problem. But then cities 
cleaned up litter. There is no plastic waste on the streets or in the riv-
ers. The problem of garbage has been managed. 

This is not to say that plastic has gone away. In fact, plastic has 
remained. Its use has increased. It is today per-
haps the most ubiquitous and necessary materi-
al that “humankind” has created. The biggest in-
crease in the use of plastic has come in the 
packaging industry—from water bottles to plas-
tic layers in tea bags to plastic straws, glasses, 
plates and just about all that we package for our 
consumption. But we also wear it; we sleep on it; 
we build our homes with it and we pipe our water 
and oil in it. 

Plastic use was not an issue, because waste 
was a problem that had been handled. As long as 
people did not use carry-bags to do shopping; and 
as long as they segregated waste, it was ok. We 
could use and somebody would recycle. Or it 
would be taken to an incinerator and burnt. Or taken away to be put 
in a landfill. All in all, it was handled. 

But now the balloon has burst. The first shock has come from 
studies that show that plastic generated on land is filling up and pol-
luting our oceans. And that fish is eating this plastic and we are then 
eating the same fish. So, the cycle has closed. Plastic that we used; 
even segregated and then somebody took away for recycling has 
come back into our bodies. It is almost as if it never went away. 

Then came the other shocker—micro-plastics or tiny fragments 
have been found in tap water or even in the air we breathe. This is 
because plastic is a wonder substance—it does not get destroyed. 
But with exposure to sunlight or water it does break up. Or it can be 
crushed. When this happens then tiny particles—fragments of plas-
tic—contaminate our environment and bodies. 

A fascinating study by academics from the University of 
California and Santa Barbara and others has put together the 
world’s first material balance of plastics. It should really worry us. 
They estimate that the world has produced some 8.3 billion metric 

tonnes (bmt) of plastic from 1950—when large-scale production  
began—to 2015. Of this, some 6.3 bmt or 76 per cent is plastic waste. 

Of the 6.3 bmt of plastic waste generated in the world, as little 
as 9 per cent has been recycled. Of the 9 per cent that is recycled, only 
10 per cent has been recycled more than once. Then 12 per cent of 
the waste has been incinerated. The rest, as much as 79 per cent, is 
in landfills or in the environment—oceans and waterbodies. 

The question we need to ask then every time we use something 
of plastic is that what will happen to it. There are currently three op-
tions. It can be recycled or reprocessed into secondary material. In 
most cases, this “secondary” material is of lower quality or econom-
ical value. So, it does not displace the primary product. Recycling 
delays the final disposal, say authors of the plastic balance study. 

Then plastic can be destroyed using thermal heat—incinerate 
it. But burning plastic in incinerators also produces emissions.  

So, unless there is expensive pollution control 
equipment installed and functioning, this option 
is not so benign.  The third option is to dump  
it somewhere. 

So then, what are our options? Will the 
world’s anti-plastic movement succeed? Or will it 
once again succumb to a new set of technology 
“fixits”. For instance, there is the much-needed 
and much-welcome deposit scheme that has been 
started in some countries. People can return  
plastic goods like water bottles and get back the 
deposit. Or there is the extended producer  
responsibility scheme, in which producers have 
to take back a proportion of the materials they 
generate. But again, this begs the question: What 

will happen when the waste is collected? What do we really mean 
by recycling? 

Surely, we need more drastic solutions. The future has to be 
plastic-free. Remember also that plastic is nothing more than fos-
sil fuel. Roughly 6 per cent of the world’s oil consumption goes to 
make this wonder substance. But how will we do this when our lives 
are so enjoined with plastic. How? 

In Hinduism, the God of destruction—Shiva—is more impor-
tant than the God of creation—Vishnu. Maybe the next time we  
celebrate an invention that is so convenient because it is so inde-
structible, we should remember this.   

But for now, plastic is a sign of the anthropocene.  How sad.  

THE PLASTIC CYCLE

@sunitanar

www.downtoearth.org.in/blogger/sunita-narain-3
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India's green 
school
Kendriya Vidyalaya 
Pangode in Kerala is 
a green school. It has 
earned this distinction 
for waste management, 
rainwater harvesting 
and energy efficiency.

Saviour of  Hauz Khas lake
Environmental engineer Tarun 
Sebastian Nanda has taken 
up the task of cleaning Hauz 
Khas lake in south Delhi. This is 
being done by using artificially 
constructed floating wetlands 
made of plastics and mesh, and 
containing plants on top. These 
wetlands act as bio-filters.

At least 17 people have died in a recent 
Ebola outbreak in the Democratic Republic 
of Congo on May 8, 2018. We trace the 
occurrence of Ebola as it rears its ugly head.

www.downtoearth.org.in

@dtemagazine@down2earthindiaFollow Us: 

goo.gl/JCnM1U 

www.downtoearth.org.in/infographics

Reviving rivers
Some European countries 

like Spain are giving a 
new lease of life to their 

rivers by demolishing 
small and obsolete dams.
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GLIMPSES FROM OUR ARCHIVE

Health  coverage  on  radar
India is committed to provide 
health coverage with the 
recent Ayushman Bharat 
programme, which would 
target 100 million families .

New Eel found
Scientists in Odisha have 
discovered a new species 
of moray eel from the 
Bay of Bengal. They have 
named it Odishi. 

 FACEBOOK

 @down2earthindia 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi's claim of 
India achieving 100% electrification is 
far from the truth.  More than 32 million 
households are yet to be electrified.
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Raging blaze 
Uttarakhand is under 
severe stress due to forest 
fires in Garhwal and 
Kumaon divisions. In "No 
line of control" (16-31 May, 
2016), Down To Earth  had 
noted, "Despite having 
forest fires every year, 

Uttarakhand does not have 
a uniform plan. Each 
district decides its own fire 
plan .... The district fire 
plan is decided in a 
meeting held between 
December and February 
every year. The meeting is 
headed by the district 
magistrate and attended 

by state and district forest 
officials, police, fire 
officers and disaster 
management officers." 
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Path to a good beginning
The cover story "It's Farmers Inc" (1-15 April, 2018) has unveiled the path to a 
good beginning. The Farmers' Producer Companies  (FPCs) can enable marginal 
farmers to secure better returns for their produce and free themselves from the 
shackles of the brokers or adhatiyas. Stories of mismanagement and corruption 
in the government's monolith, the Food Corporation of India, are very common 
and this organisation does not inspire confidence among small farmers. However, 
there needs to be a cap on the membership in an FPC, or else it risks facing a 
similar crisis. Contract farming is better suited for hill states where landholdings 
are small, scattered and terraced. The contracting firms can manage such land 
by aggregating economically, whereas a marginal farmer would find it unviable. 
Many have left their land uncultivated due to this. The Mahatma Gandhi National 
Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (MGNREGS) workers can also be hired by 
the contracting firms with cooperation from the government.

L R SHARMA 
SUNDER NAGAR, HIMACHAL PRADESH
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Down To Earth welcomes 
letters, responses and  
other contributions from 
readers. Send to Sunita 
Narain, Editor, Down To 
Earth, 41, Tughlakabad 
Institutional Area,  
New Delhi - 110062

EMAIL

 editor@downtoearth.org.in

INTERACT

 @down2earthindia

REACH 

 @dtemagazine

VISIT

 www.downtoearth.org.in

Half-truths

The blog "Why Eucalyptus?" 
published on Down to Earth 
website on 23 April, 2018 is 
riddled with half-truths and 
cites outdated literature. 
More comprehensive and 
relevant research in India and 
globally has quantified the 
high water consumption 
associated with eucalyptus 
plantations.

Firstly, studies do show 
that eucalyptus trees are 

quite flexible as they have 
good stomatal control. 
Evapotranspiration rates in 
eucalyptus are 800-1500 mm 
per year. When the trees have 
access to groundwater or 
streams, water consumption 
exceeds annual rainfall. Use 
of plantation forestry to 
lower groundwater tables has 
been practiced in water-
logged areas in Australia 
since the 1980s. Some 
Australian states require land 
owners to apply for abstrac-

tion licenses when planting 
eucalyptus. However, if water 
is scarce, eucalyptus can still 
survive but its productivity 
will be much lower. 

Secondly, the article 
argues eucalyptus is highly 
efficient in its conversion of 
water to biomass. While 
rigorous comparisons of 
eucalyptus with native 
species under different water 
availability conditions are 
lacking, the statistic is 
irrelevant to the author's 
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argument favouring expansion 
of eucalyptus plantations on 
non-forested land. The 
relevant parameter is the net 
change in evapotranspiration 
due to the proposed land 
cover change. Several studies 
have established that when 
eucalyptus is planted on 
grasslands or rain-fed 
croplands, it results in a 
decrease in stream flow and/
or recharge. As far as water 
resources are concerned, it is 
the total evaporative loss per 
hectare, and not the biomass 

productivity, that matters. We 
should not be growing paddy 
or sugarcane in a semi-arid 
region either! Our research in 
the Arkavathy basin near 
Bengaluru shows that the 
dramatic expansion of 
eucalyptus from 0 to 20 per 
cent of the catchment area 
over 30-odd years directly cor-
relates with the decline in 
recharge to groundwater. 
Thirdly, the "edge" problem of 
eucalyptus reducing moisture 
in adjoining fields through 
lateral roots has been 

observed in agroforestry 
systems worldwide. Eucalyp-
tus plantations have also been 
associated with lower 
biodiversity, they prevent 
grass growth in their under-
storey, they make soils more 
hydrophobic, and it can be 
quite expensive to reverse to 
field crops once the deep root 
system is in place. Clearly, 
much caution is warranted 
before advocating expansion 
of eucalyptus in semi-arid 
parts of India. Moreover, the 
clear conflict of interest of the 

India's air ̀ toxic': WHO 
(posted on 2 May, 2018)

For the first time, study confirms 
presence of microplastics in Indian 
cosmetics 
(tweeted on 30 April, 2018)

facebook.com/down2earthindia twitter.com/down2earthindia

Immediate steps must be taken before we lose the scope 
for correction of natural imbalance by planting more trees.
We need to understand that if this trend persists, mere 
planting of trees would not help. It will be a catastrophe  
by then. 

VISHESH KUMAR

Whatever efforts too late and too little.
ARUP ROY CHOWDHURY

Time to migrate?
GAURVI PANDEY

The article is incorrect. I was handling this case in the National Green 
Tribunal for the applicant and a notification was issued by the Bureau 
of Indian Standards (BIS) categorising microplastics as unsafe for use 
in cosmetics in India.

@sumeersodhi

Author's reply: Of course, the article does mention that BIS 
classified the microbeads as unfit for human use. But the government 
failed to issue a notification banning their use in personal care 
products and therefore, we don't have any law in India in this regard.   

 @Banjotkaur
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For trade enquiries
The United Nilgiri Tea Estates Co. Ltd.,
Chamraj Estate, The Nilgiris - 643 204, India.
Ph: 91-423-2258737, Fax: + 91-423-2258837

e-mail: chamrajtea@gmail.com
www.unitednilgiritea.com

Shop online at
www.chamrajtea.in

Highest Organic 
tea garden in the World

Green, White 
Oolong & 

Speciality Teas

author, who is the Secretary General of 
Indian Paper Manufacturers Association, 
should have been disclosed.

VEENA SRINIVASAN, SALLY 

THOMPSON, GOPAL PENNY AND 

SHARACHCHANDRA LELE

ATREE, BENGALURU AND UNIVERSITY 

OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

Problems galore
Apropos the article "Oil grows on trees" 
(16-30 April, 2018), biofuel demand is cur-
rently being met by bagasse-based 
ethanol or Jatropha. But the problem with 
Jatropha is that it is a harmful exotic tree, 
which according to agronomist Pankaj 
Oudhia, is "allelopathic" in nature—it 
chemically suppresses the growth of 
other plants. Its seeds are toxic but tasty, 
and can prove fatal when accidentally 
consumed by children. Its oil can also 
cause skin cancer. The government 
should rethink large-scale cultivation of 
such trees. Instead, the Karanj (Pongamia 
pinnata), native to India and traditionally 
known for its valuable medicinal and 
oil-yielding properties, should be widely 
grown. What's more, every part of this 
tree is useful. The only disadvantage is 
the 10-year wait for its prized oleaginous 
seeds. Likewise, Agave and Opuntia are 
two desert plants from which clean 
biogas and biofuel can be generated.

C V KRISHNA MANOJ
HYDERABAD

*  The article reminds the readers of the 
importance of natural resources. The 

seeds of neem, mahua, karanj are used to 
extract non-edible oils mostly used in 
various industries. Kokum is currently cul-
tivated in the Konkan region of Maharash-
tra and its juice is appreciated as a 
regular drink due to its medicinal value 
and taste. Besides, the non-edible oils are 
sprayed on crops as an eco-friendly 
measure against insects and pests. Some 
pesticide formulations contain these oils; 
particularly neem oil products are quite 
popular. Thus, the demand for these 
seeds is increasing locally and globally. 
The forest-dwelling tribal communities 

conserved biodiversity that existed since 
ancient times due to the harmonious 
coexistence between these communities 
and natural resources, probably because 
parts of many forest plants are used in 
traditional medicines and therapeutic 
treatment. Despite this, census of oilseed 
trees is not available. Currently, the 
population of oilseed trees is diminishing 
at a rapid rate. Subsequently, tribal 
communities are not allowed into 
reserved forest areas probably because 
of over-exploitation by collectors for local 
marketing. Frequent forest fires and 
deforestation destroy these trees 
incessantly. Climate change and environ-
mental pollution could also be playing a 
role. The remedy lies in restoration/
afforestation and conservation of existing 
trees to support local tribal populations 
whose livelihood depends on the forest 
products, including oilseeds.
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VIA EMAIL
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Bhoomi College
A participative space for deep, holistic 

and practical learning

Bhoomi College offers 
FELLOWSHIPS  in: 

    SUSTAINABLE LIVING...
 For those interested in 

Green Careers - in cities, farms, 
community based research

 and education. 
    HOLISTIC EDUCATION....

For those who want to 
   become Creative Educators in

 alternative and progressive schools.

For details visit:
www.bhoomicollege.org

write to:
bhoomicollege@gmail.com

Creating a Sustainable Future: 
The Auroville Experience

A Workshop at Auroville, T.Nadu
September 16-22, 2018

Topics covered: 
Global crisis, outer and inner 

sustainability, Auroville experiments with 
sustainable practices, site visits, and 

more.
Fee: Rs. 18,500 (all-inclusive) 

(Rs.16,500 if paid before July 31, 2018) 
A few half-scholarships may be available. 

For more information, send email to: 
avworkshop2018@gmail.com

P.O. Box 57, Kodaikanal 624 101 

MATURE STUDENT PROGRAMME

Inspired by the philosophy of J. Krishnamurti,  CLOAAT is 
located in a beautiful unspoilt valley at 3800 ft. altitude.   
Students having a good knowledge of English of 18 
years plus may apply for courses including hands-on and  
theoretical:  Bio-dynamic Organic Agriculture, English  
Literature, Appropriate Technologies, World Affairs, Art and 
Design, Computer Applications etc.. 

We incorporate those wishing to study distance learning  
University Degrees and A’ levels but the focus for students 
from India and abroad is on learning to understand oneself 
and life through our daily relationships and in meaningful  
discussions. Fresh lacto-vegetarian organic fare, no smoking.

Apply for brochure and application form to:
Brian Jenkins BA (Hons.,) Sussex University.
Email:cloaat@yahoo.com   Website:www.cloaat.com

CENTRE FOR LEARNING, ORGANIC  
AGRICULTURE AND APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY 

(CLOAAT)
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Land of no 
agri return
A government 
report shows more 
barren land is being 
brought under 
cultivation, adding 
to  farmers' woes

COVER STORY

THE FORTNIGHT

TIME TRAVEL

Storm surge
Are frequent and violent 
storms the direct result  
of climate change? 

Bonn talks 
go deep
Negotiators leave 
summit without 
producing a draft 
negotiating text for 
finalising the Paris 
Agreement rulebook

Containing AIDS
Today, there are multiple 
therapies available to provide 
relief to HIV/AIDS patients

Science in a 
different way 
Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi made a strong pitch 
in January for teaching 
science in vernaculars, but 
how realistic is it?
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T H E  F O R T N I G H T

will be the quantity of plastics in oceans globally 
by 2025, nearly double the present amount

10 mn hectares arid land for farming 
M O R E  A N D  more barren and 
uncultivable lands are being brought 
under farming, impacting farmers' 
productivity, income security and 
viability of cultivation, says the 
Committee on Doubling Farmers' 
Income in its seventh report. India's 
net-cultivated areas remain stagnant 
at 140 million hectares (mha) 
since 1970, but lands under non-

agricultural purposes have gone up 
from 19.66 mha in 1970 to 26.19 mha 
in 2011-12. Lands under the barren and 
uncultivated category have declined 
from 28.16 mha to 17.23 mha during 
the same period—by more than 
10 million hectares. This indicates 
farmers are now more dependent 
on barren and uncultivable lands for 
survival, argues the report.   

POINT

250 
million tonnes

BY SORIT GUPTOCROSS HAIRS
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T H E  N U M B E R  of women giving 
birth in health institutions has 
doubled—from 39 per cent in 2005 
to 78 per cent in 2015—after cash 
incentives were introduced under 
the Janani Suraksha Yojana in 2005, 
according to the government's 
Children in India-2018 report. While 
88 per cent of first-time expectant 
mothers went for institutional 
deliveries, only 48 per cent women 
giving birth to their sixth or more 
child visited an institutional health 
facility, apparently because cash 
benefits under the Yojana are only 
given for the delivery of first two 

children. Institutional deliveries 
were also higher (95 per cent) in 
women who underwent at least 12 
years of schooling, as compared 
to those who had not received any 
formal education (62 per cent). 
Puducherry and Kerala topped the 
list with 100 per cent institutional 
births, while Lakshadweep and 
Tamil Nadu had 99 per cent such 
births. Nagaland (33 per cent), 
Meghalaya (51 per cent) and 
Arunachal Pradesh (52 per cent) 
scored the lowest. Twelve states and 
Union Territories were below the 
national average of 79 per cent. 

Western Ghats bring 
rain to Tamil Nadu
D E N S E  F O R E S T S  of the Western Ghats—that 
traverse the states of Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, 
Goa, Maharashtra and Gujarat—contribute  up to 
40 per cent moisture to the southwest monsoon 
rainfall over water-deficit Tamil Nadu, says a study by 
Indian Institute of Technology Bombay. The forests 
of Western Ghats contribute 1 mm per day of rainfall 
during June and July over a "majority of locations" 
in Tamil Nadu and 3 mm per day during August and 
September, says the study in which researchers 
used models to compare the contribution of Western 
Ghats with and without the forest cover. The study, 
published in the Geophysical Research Letters,  
also found that deforestation of the Ghats led to 
0.250C increase in surface temperature across  
the state.  

Institutional deliveries 
double during 2005-2015

TO SWEAT OR NOT TO The air conditioner market in India grew from 3.8 million in 2013 to about 4 million in 2014, according to the Indian Society of Heating, 
Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers. A recent report by the International Energy Agency says the number of air conditioners globally will soar from 1.6 
billion units today to 5.6 billion units by mid-century. Analysts say governments should set efficiency standards for air conditioners and provide incentives for 
manufacturers and consumers. As part of an agreement known as the Kigali amendment to the Montreal Protocol, most of the parties (countries) are working 
to phase out refrigerants used in air conditioning units that are also potent greenhouse gases. Consumers are investing in energy-efficient products too.

BY VIKAS CHOUDHARY1 ,000 WORDS
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Centre submits Cauvery draft scheme 
after SC's flak

Tourism's carbon 
footprint bigger  
than estimates

Global tourism contributes to 8 per cent of 
the global greenhouse gas emissions—
about four times greater than previously 
estimated, according to a study published in 
Nature Climate Change.

The US tops the rankings followed 
by China, Germany and India. The majority 
of carbon footprints in these countries are 
caused by domestic travel, in contrast 
to travellers from Canada, Switzerland, the 
Netherlands and Denmark who exert a much 
higher carbon footprint elsewhere 
than in their own countries.

This assessment by researchers from the 
University of Sydney, University of Queensland 
and National Cheng Kung University includes 
emissions from travel as well as the full 
life-cycle of carbon in tourists' food, 
hotels and shopping. It examines the 
global carbon flows of 160 countries between 
2009 and 2013.

Driving the increase are visitors from affluent 
countries who travel to other wealthy 
destinations. When richer people travel 
they tend to spend more on higher 
carbon transportation, food and pursuits, 
says Arunima Malik from the University of 
Sydney, who is the lead author of the study.

As far as per capita emissions is concerned, 
tourism in small island destinations like 
the Maldives, Cyprus and the Seychelles, is 
responsible for up to 80 per cent of 
their annual emissions.

IN FOCUS IN COURT

The High Court of Bombay at Goa has 
refused the plea of GMR Goa 
International Airport Ltd to modify an 
order of April 25 barring cutting of trees 
at the Mopa airport site. GMR contended 
that due to the order, construction work 
is running behind the schedule. 

Himachal 
Pradesh

Delhi

On May 9, the Himachal Pradesh 
High Court granted a week's time to 
the Special Investigation Team to 
complete felling of apple plants in 
the apple-belt of Shimla as part of a 
court-ordered drive to clear illegal 
encroachments on forestland.

The Supreme Court slammed the 
Archaeological Survey of India (ASI) on 
May 9 over its failure to take appropriate 
steps to preserve the world-famous Taj 
Mahal that was turning brownish and 
greenish. When the ASI said algae "flew 
to reach the top parts" of the monument, 
the court asked: "Can algae fly?"

The National Green 
Tribunal has slapped a fine 
of `50,000 on the Uttar 
Pradesh government for 
the inordinate delay in 
filing a report on the status 
of distilleries and sugar 
mills manufacturing, 
storing and transporting 
ethanol without obtaining 
permission from the 
Petroleum and Explosives 
Safety Organisation.

The Supreme Court has asked the Centre 
to finalise by July 30 the mineral policy 
and draft guidelines on coal mining in 
Meghalaya, which were earlier 
submitted by the state government.

Observing that there was a 
continuing lack of 
coordination between the 
different government 
agencies and the Delhi 
government, the National 
Green Tribunal asked why it 
should not take punitive 
action against erring officials 
for not complying with its 
order on the fire incidents at 
the Ghazipur landfill site.

T H E  C E N T R E  submitted its draft on the sharing of Cauvery's waters among Tamil Nadu, 
Karnataka, Kerala and Puducherry in the Supreme Court after the latter slammed its 
"sheer contempt of this court" for the delay. It proposed the setting up of a nine-member 
authority at Bengaluru to ensure smooth water distribution among the four states to 
tackle the decades-long dispute. "We need to examine whether the said scheme is in 
consonance with our judgement," the bench led by Chief Justice Dipak Misra said, adding 
that it would consider and approve the scheme on May 16. In its February 16 verdict, 
the court had directed the Centre to frame within six weeks a scheme to implement the 
Cauvery Water Disputes Tribunal's modified award of river water among the states. The 
draft submission came two days after the Karnataka assembly elections on May 12.

Compiled  by DTE-CSE Data Centre. For detailed 
verdicts, visit www.indiaenvironmentportal.org.in

Goa

Meghalaya
Uttar 

Pradesh

SO FAR...

SUPREME 
COURT

HIGH 
COURTS

NATIONAL GREEN 
TRIBUNAL

101 74 81

Total cases on 
environment and 
development tracked 
from January 1, 2018 - 
May 10, 2018
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WHO bats for trans fat-free food by 2023
T H E  W O R L D  Health Organization is now rooting to completely 
eliminate trans fats—that can increase the risk of heart disease 
by 21 per cent and deaths by 28 per cent—from food supply by 
2023. It has released a step-by-step guide for the industry called 
REPLACE, that has six actions including a review of dietary sources 
of trans fats, promoting replacement with healthier fats, setting 

up of a regulatory framework, assessing and monitoring trans fats 
content in food, creating awareness and enforcing regulation. It 
recommends that an individual should not have more than 1 per 
cent calories from trans fats: both industrially-produced and the 
ones from dairy. The guidelines are open for public review and 
comments will be accepted till June 1, 2018. n

14
of 15 most polluted cities in the world are in India 
topped by Kanpur in a recent who list, following 
which Down To Earth analysed the Air Quality 
Index for the fortnight April 25-May 10. The 
findings show a grim picture:

398 was the index value for Bhiwadi in 
Rajasthan on May 6, just 3 index points short of 
severe air quality and was the worst air quality 
(very poor) among all the Indian cities for which 
data was available

PM10 was the prominent pollutant for the 
cities with "very poor" air followed by PM2.5

10 cities had "very poor" air quality during  
the fortnight

Noida, Jodhpur and Ghaziabad 
besides Bhiwadi had air quality in the "very poor" 
category for at least 3 days in the fortnight.

EXTREME

COURTESY:  NASA

I N  W H A T  could be a game changer 
for the aviation sector, cab aggregator 
Uber Technologies Inc will work with the 
US Army to advance research on a quiet 
aircraft rotor technology that could be 
used in flying cars, or military aircraft. 
They plan to spend US $1 million in 
developing and testing prototypes for 
the service, dubbed UberAir. Space 
agency NASA has signed a second 
agreement with Uber to further explore 
concepts and technologies related to 
urban air mobility (UAM) to ensure a 
safe and efficient system for future 

air transportation in populated areas. 
"UAM could revolutionise the way 
people and cargo move in our cities 
and fundamentally change our lifestyle 
much like smartphones have," said 
Jaiwon Shin, associate administrator for 
NASA's Aeronautics Research Mission 
Directorate. "Push a button, get a 
flight," Uber's chief product officer Jeff 
Holden said at the 2nd annual Elevate 
Summit in Los Angeles. It wants to build 
small drone-like taxis that would shuttle 
customers around cities for as cheap as 
driving, about 44 cents per mile. n

Flying cars a reality by 2020?

W H Y :  ªThe minister's statement 
is unrealistic. As of now, the focus 
of Namami Gange, or National 
Mission for Clean Ganga (NMCG), 
is on sewage. The construction of 
sewage treatment plants (STPs) 
is nmcg's responsibility while 
laying of sewage network is the 
responsibility of urban local bodies. 
Two flagship programmes of Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi are at cross 
purposes. When Swachh Bharat 
Mission comes to end in 2019, 
some 30 million septic tanks and 
pits would have been dug along 
the Ganga and would produce 180 
million litres of faecal sludge every 
day. This would eventually find its 
way into the Ganga—defeating 
the whole purpose. Septic tanks, 
emptying, disposal or treatment 
and reuse are required with co-
treatment of faecal sludge at sTPs.º

Q & A

ªCleaning Ganga by 70% by 
March 2019 unrealisticº
W H O :  Suresh Rohilla, Programme 
Director, Water Management, Centre for 
Science and Environment, New Delhi 
W H A T :  The Union Water Resources, 
River Development and Ganga 
Rejuvenation Minister, Nitin Gadkari, 
said he will ensure the Ganga becomes 
nirmal (clean) by at least 70 to 80 per 
cent by March 2019.
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Use of pesticides per hectare of arable land, kg/ha, during 2007-2012. The problem arises when pesticides are 
applied in higher amounts than needed.

M A N Y  P E O P L E 
are not aware that 

atmospheric testing of nuclear 
weapons and radiological events 
like the Chernobyl accident leave 
behind radionuclides in high 
concentrations. Topsoil removal 
to limit the damage may not be 
possible for large areas. Wartime 
and test firing, too, can degrade 
the soil. Modern warfare saw non-
degradable and chemical weapons 
affecting soils, not just for years, but 
for centuries later. Besides these, 
pollutants released from internal 
combustion engines also pollute 
soil. Interestingly, when vehicles 
splash water off roads during 
rainy season at a place with poor 
drainage system, it pollutes soil too.

L I V E S T O C K  M A N U R E , 
which has been used in farms 

and kitchen gardens since ages as it 
is considered organic, is the second 
highest source of soil contamination 
after atmospheric deposition. "Despite 
their potential benefit for agriculture, 
there is evidence of manure containing 
increasing amount of heavy metals, 
pathogen organisms, and veterinary 
antibiotic residues, which may lead 
to antimicrobial-resistant bacteria 
proliferation in soils," notes the report. 
Manure production increased by 66 per 
cent during 1961-2016.

By Saira Aslam

"Earlier, our elders 
fixed our marriages 
in childhood and 
the marriages 
lasted longer. But 
after the 
government made 
18 the legal 
marriageable  
age, our girls 
started eloping and 
things like love 
jihad started"

VERBATIM

— Gopal Parmar, BJP MLA from Agar 
constituency in Madhya Pradesh

The soiled soil

F O O D  S A F E T Y  is 
threatened by soil pollution, 

which can affect the nervous system 
besides inducing bone, kidney and liver 
damage, says a Food and Agriculture 
Organization report Soil Pollution: A 
Hidden Reality which is a synthesis 
of existing research. It says heavy 
metals enter the foodchain through 
absorption by plant roots. For humans, 
food is the main source of cadmium—
one of the most toxic elements as it can 
penetrate through the placenta during 
pregnancy, damaging membranes and 
dna, and disrupting endocrine systems.

3 effects of soil pollution as per FAO: food safety, health, agri production

3

21

Australia's Hobart city—the capital of the southern island state 
of Tasmania—received almost 130 mm of rain in 24 hours.

More rain fell in 24 hours than in the entire month of April,  leading 
to power cuts in as many as  13,000 properties and sweeping  
away cars.

It is understood to be only the fifth time since 1893 that the city has 
recorded more than 100 mm in a day in any month with the State 
Emergency Service describing it as "an extreme weather event".

The Federal Government has estimated the damage would run into 
"tens of millions of dollars".

FREAK STREAK

L ATITUDE
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I
N  JANUARY this year, Prime Minister Narendra Modi made a 
strong pitch for teaching and communicating science in the 
vernacular. While some might construe this as consistent with 
the Sangh Parivar’s ideological project to decolonise (read 

Hinduise) the Indian mind—a kind of intellectual ghar wapsi, the 
question whether the “natives” should learn science in the tongue 
of the coloniser is a political and cultural conundrum that all post-
colonial societies are still grappling with. 

Modi did not elaborate on why he thought teaching sci-
ence in the vernacular is a good idea. But two months earlier,  
K VijayRaghavan, principal scientific advisor to his government, 
made an impassioned case for it in the Hindustan Times. He 
wrote: “In making English the sole language of intellectual dis-
course in science and technology in India, we have lost on many 
fronts. First, exceptions aside, as a community even our best insti-
tutions can never lead globally if English is the only language of 

high-level intellectual discourse. Our best minds will mere-
ly be eloquent paraphrasers of the ideas of others.”

The scientist-turned-technocrat’s reflections 
raise a host of posers about the relationship be-

tween science, language, and ways of reason-
ing informed by a particular worldview. More 

specifically, we might ask, as many others 
have been asking for over a century now: 
can, indeed should, an alien worldview 
like western science be taught in the ver-
nacular or is it best conveyed in the lan-
guages of the culture that created it? 

A critique of the hegemony of Eng-
lish as the privileged medium of in-
struction applies as much to science 
as to any other subject. Millions of 
Indians suffer from low self-esteem on 
account of their English handicap. For, 
to be sure, English remains, for the most 
part, the language of the elite bourgeoise 

that milks it to perpetuate class and pow-
er along with all the perks that come with 

it. Its pedigree goes back to the early 19th 
century when the Anglicists prevailed over the 

Orientalists in the quarrel over the medium of in-
struction in higher studies—English or the vernaculars. 

Historical curiosity aside, our founding parents, for better 
or for worse, were unable to abandon the imperial language as 

LOST IN TRANSLATION
SCIENCE AND L ANGUAGES

RAKESH K ALSHIAN

How logical and realistic is it 
to teach science in vernacular 
languages, and not in English?

TARIQUE AZIZ /  CSE
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they couldn’t settle their differences over what might re-
place English as the official language in a nation of many 
tongues. Attempts to foist Hindi on the national tongue 
were fiercely thwarted by the non-Hindi speakers. The 
carving of the nation along linguistic lines in 1957 fur-
ther complicated the tangle. Finally, in 1968, the Centre 
and the states agreed on the three-language formula, 
which is still the official policy, except in Tamil Nadu, 
which has always been staunchly anti-Hindi. However, 
as many scholars have pointed out, the formula was ob-
served more in the breach. The upshot was that English 
became even more entrenched.

But it was only after 1991, the year India opened up its 
economy, that English began to assert itself as a hegem-
on. Indeed, such is the enamour and traction of English 
now that even the underclass, like rickshaw pullers and 
domestic maids, want their kids to 
study in English-medium schools. 
Clearly, for most, English is the 
passport to a better life. For exam-
ple, even in a relatively poor state 
like Uttar Pradesh, 1.7 million pri-
mary level students opted out of 
rural government schools between 
2002 and 2015, while rural private 
schools, which claim to be English-
medium, recorded a spike of more 
than 11 million for the same period. 
It’s a national trend.

This ad hoc khichdi of English 
and the vernacular languag-
es across the states seems even worse when it comes to 
teaching science and maths. Most government prima-
ry schools, even those in the cities, still teach science and 
maths in the vernacular. Some of them switch to English 
in secondary school, while some others persist with the 
vernacular till class 12. All central colleges and universi-
ties, on the other hand, teach science in English, while 
some state colleges have the option of studying it in the 
vernacular. 

This inevitably creates a snarl of terminology in the 
minds of the students as they fumble from the vernacu-
lar to English. For instance, in Hindi, momentum is gati, 
molecule anu, photosynthesis prakash sanshleshan, and 
theorem pramey. When they enter secondary school and 
college, they have to relearn everything in the English 
terms. This inevitably creates a class divide between those 
taught throughout in English and the rest. It may seem 
counter-intuitive, but for scholars like the British linguist 
David Graddol, teaching science and maths in English to 
primary students is a bad idea. In his book English Next 
India, he argues that this would churn out under-edu-
cated students—neither good in English nor in science. 
He believes instruction in English should begin only at 
the secondary level.

In fact, prodded by studies by unesco and the World 
Bank, multilingual countries like Nigeria and South 
Africa are experimenting with teaching science and 
maths to primary students in their mother tongue. 
Sceptics, however, believe that the idea, even if laudable, 
would come undone because of daunting impediments 
such as diversity of languages (India has over 1,500 lan-
guages, Nigeria over 500), the fiendishly difficult task of 
translating scientific terms into local languages and then 
training a whole new class of teachers makes it impossi-
ble to teach science in a single vernacular. Changing de-
mographics on account of migration makes the problem 
even more knotty. These criticisms might have a point as 
teaching science and maths in the vernacular has been 
mostly successful in nations that speak in one tongue, 
like China, Japan, and Korea.

Be that as it may, the truth is 
that English dominates contem-
porary science. Barring few excep-
tions, such as Korean, Portuguese 
and Japanese, over 80 per cent  
of peer-reviewed scientific lit-
erature is produced in English. 
Things, however, were more flu-
id and plural a century ago when 
science in the west was done and 
taught in not just English, but also 
in other languages such as French, 
German, Italian and Russian. And 
if we go further back by another 
two centuries, Latin was the pre-

ferred language of science but scientists also published in 
their mother tongue—Newton published his Principia 
in Latin but Opticks in English. 

The decimation of German science post World War 
II, the rise of US as the Goliath of scientific research, 
and the long shadow of the Cold War, all conspired to 
enthrone English as the pre-eminent language of sci-
ence. That China too has made English compulsory in 
its schools is proof of its undisputed supremacy. 

So how does one wriggle out of this catch-22? One 
possible way out, suggests VijayRaghavan, could be to 
privilege the vernacular all the way up from kindergar-
ten, but without junking English. That way, he claims, 
we would create bilinguals who not only learn and think 
about science in their mother tongue but are also familiar 
with the English terms. This might work, but the bigger 
question is whether governments can muster the politi-
cal will to sort out the logistical, not to mention the epis-
temological, mess that this exercise entails. The portents 
surely don’t inspire confidence. 

(This monthly section will explore the tangled web 
of modern ideas about science and environment across 
space and time)

TEACHING SCIENCE 
IN THE VERNACULAR 
HAS ITS PROBLEMS. 

FOR INSTANCE, INDIA 
HAS OVER 1,500 

LANGUAGES. AND 
OVER 95 PER CENT 
OF ALL SCIENTIFIC 

LITERATURE IS 
PRODUCED IN 

ENGLISH
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WILL THE era post Paris Agre- 
ement be a just one? Doubts 
loom large as envoys from 
almost 200 nations left 

Bonn, Germany, on May 10 without 
producing a draft negotiating text for the 
world leaders to finalise the rule book, 
which would govern the global accord on 
climate change from 2020. Governments 
want to finalise the guidelines at the 24th 
UN Climate Change Conference, or cop24, 
scheduled to be held at Katowice, Poland, 
in December for timely implementation of 
the Paris Agreement. Climate negotiators 
can clearly hear the clock ticking. Yet, nego- 
tiations at the 10-day-Bonn conference 
moved at nothing beyond a snail’s pace. 

And a sense of déjà  vu prevailed as Parties 
struggled to reach a consensus over several 
“agenda items” declared in the Agreement 
in  December  2015.

Like previous climate change confere- 
nces, Parties  differed on their differentiated 
responsibilities on a range of issues, 
including adaptation communication, loss 
and damage, transparency on climate 
actions, finance and accounting. And the 
48th intersessional climate negotiations 
under the UN Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (unfccc) could only 
succeed in drafting hundreds of informal 
texts and draft conclusion texts, that too on  
a very few agenda items.

“I am satisfied that some progress was 

Informal, so far
By 2018 end, the Paris 
Agreement rule book has 
to be finalised. But efforts 
to finalise these set of 
rules at Bonn was marred 
by tardy pace and no 
concrete text  
VIJETA RATTANI AND 
SHREESHAN VENKATESH | bonn

I ISD.ORG

Members of the civil society form a human pyramid representing the eight fundamental elements of the Paris Agreement rule book: human rights, public 
participation, indigenous people's rights, just transition, gender, food security, ecosystem integrity and protection of biodiversity and intergenerational equity
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Biodiversity 
conservation 

by Srinivasan Services Trust,

The CSR arm of TVS Motor Company

Results
4,63,282 (73%) households solid waste  

disposed through either individual  
or common compost pits. 

16,375 Ha covered under soil  
and water conservation. 

19,634 Ha fallow dry land converted  
to cultivable area.

1,75,250 ha of degraded forest  
has been reforested.

Sparrow conservation  
introduced in 1227 villages.

Impact
269 panchayats won 

awards for clean villages.

12.26 lakh tons of CO2 
neutrality through  

planting 24.58 lakhs trees. 
69% of Fallow land is now 

under cultivation.
3 to 6 feet  

increase  
in ground  

water levels.
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made at Bonn. But many voices are 
underlining the urgency of advancing more 
rapidly on finalising the operational 
guidelines. The package being negotiated 
is highly technical and complex. We need  
to put it in place so that the world can 
monitor progress  on  climate  action,”  said 
unfccc Executive Secretary Patricia 
Espinosa as curtain fell on the talks and 
delegates planned to pick up the threads at 
Bangkok in August.

A few other events held on the sidelines 
of the negotiations also gained attention. 
One such was the Korinivia roadmap on 
agriculture in which Parties have agreed to 
undertake a joint action plan for identifying 
and addressing the impact of climate 
change on agriculture that suffers the most 
due to extreme weather events, particularly 
in developing countries. But most others 
side sessions would be known as much for 
their novelty as for futility. 

Suva dialogue: just a talk show
Responding to the call by developing 
nations to recognise loss and damages 
caused due to climate change as a serious 
agenda, Bonn for the first time created a 

space, called Suva Expert Dialogue, where 
countries could share views on how to 
minimise and address the impact of 
extreme weather events, particularly on 
agriculture. To  address loss  and damage, 
finance emerged as the single biggest 
concern among participants from develo-
ping countries. But even as the demand for 
a clear roadmap towards mobilising of 
finance was pushed, the  issue  failed  to 
move  beyond  the  projector  screen. At the 
end of six informal discussions held over 
two days, the overwhelming feeling was  
that  of   a missed  opportunity. It was disap-
pointing to see threadbare participation 
from developed countries who  showed 
little  interest  in  the  discussions and 
offered no  solution  to  overcome  loss  and  
damage. Besides, Parties continued to 
project insurance as a major redressal 

option while there was no discussion on 
accountability and accessibility of insu-
rance. It’s time the discussion moved  
beyond it, as insurance has so far failed to 
benefit small-scale and marginal farmers, 
who form a majority of the workforce in 
developing countries. 

Talanoa  dialogue: raises ambition  
Bonn also saw the launch of the global 
review of climate commitment, known as 
the Talanoa Dialogue. Christened by Fiji at 
cop23 to take stock of the current progress 
made towards climate action, the dialogue 
witnessed participation from every walk of 
life—youths, civil society, businesses, 
indigenous groups and governments—who 
narrated their experiences on dealing with 
climate impacts. Parties also expressed the 
need to organise regional and local Talanoa 
dialogues to step up climate ambitions.  
The mood was that the dialogue on  
climate cannot be restricted to unfccc and 
forums like the Petersberg climate dialogue 
and ministerial meetings must also be used 
as forums to push for greater climate 
ambition. The outcomes will be captured in 
a synthesis report ahead of cop24.

Developing countries at Talanoa Dialogue ask for roadmap to fulfil the mandate of  $100 billion by developed countries and raise climate ambitions post-2020

A  financial  issue that 
garnered a lot of attention 
in Bonn was weather-based 
insurance systems  for  
dealing with  the  adverse 
impacts of climate change

UNFCCC
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At the opening session, Espinosa said, 
“While the costs of addressing climate 
change have moved into trillions of US 
dollars, we still are talking in  billions.” 
Despite such pep talk, finance emerged as 
the main bottleneck between developed 
and developing nations. A major impasse 
occurred when developing countries urged 
for the roadmap to fulfil the mandate of  US  
$ 100 billion  by  developed countries and 
demanded  that  a  process  be  put  in  place  
to  ensure they increase their commitments 
over and above the current commitment of  
$100  billion  per  year  by  2025. To this, 
rich nations pressed for increasing the  
donor  base. 

Parties also failed to reach an  agree-
ment  on  the nature of climate finance. 
Currently, much of the climate finance 
from national governments and private 
entities is  in  the form  of   conditional  loans  
and credit lines rather than direct aid. 
However, taking into account the recent 
deadlock, it does not look likely that this 
would change anytime in the near future. 
“Finance is key to meeting the goals of  the 
Paris Agreement. In the face of climate 
change, poor and vulnerable countries are 
forced to address loss and damage and 
adapt to a changing climate. This is not 
possible without predictable and sustai- 
nable support. Countries have failed to 
deliver on pre-2020 commitments and 
global temperatures are dangerously close 
to 1.5oC. Countries need to shoulder their 
fair share of effort to increase ambition and 
support in line with their responsibilities 
for this crisis and their capabilities to 

respond,” says Ethiopian negotiator Gebru 
Jember Endalew, current chair of the Least 
Developed Countries’  negotiating  group. 

Too much to do in too little time
As  of  now,  there is  little  clarity  on  how  
the rule book dialogue will move forward 
next  in  Bangkok. However, the half-
hearted progress at Bonn means that 
negotiators now have just three weeks at 
hand to thrash out the rule book. And a 
rush job could put at risk the fair 
implementation of the landmark deal that 

aims to limit carbon emissions. With the 
Parties differing on fundamental stance, it  
would  be  difficult to find areas of 
convergence and convince all to come to a 
compromise in preparation  of a balanced 
and robust rule book. Clearly, more 
political will is needed and there  is  very less 
time. To ensure that the process of climate 
talks and the mandate set by the Parties is 
not discredited, it is essential to prepare the 
rule book by 2018-end to build trust, foster 
cooperation and raise ambition.

“Climate change impacts will not wait 
for slow-paced government negotiations,” 
says Sven Harmeling, head of Climate 
Change and Resilience at care Internatio- 
nal, a humanitarian body. Without stron- 
ger political leadership, Harmeling adds, it 
will be an uphill battle to achieve the major 
milestones envisaged for cop24 in Poland, 
particularly on the Paris rule book.

“The Paris Agreement cannot be a one-
off achievement which is left like a trophy 
in a box to be admired but never acted on,” 
says Li Shuo, Senior Global Policy advisor, 
Greenpeace, adding that in the months 
before Bangkok, ministers must engage to 
start a dynamic process that leads to a rob- 
ust rule book and much greater ambition.n

          @down2earthindia

"Finance is the 
key to meeting 
the goals 
of the Paris 
Agreement. 
In the face 

of climate change, poor 
and vulnerable countries 
are forced to address loss 
and damage and adapt to a 
changing climate "
Ð Gebru Jember Endalew, current chair of the 

Least Developed Countries' negotiating group

"I  am satisfied 
that some 
progress was 
made in Bonn. 
But many  
voices are 

underlining the urgency of 
advancing more rapidly on 
finalising the operational 
guidelines. The package being 
negotiated is highly technical 
and complex" 
Ð Patricia Espinosa, UNFCCC Executive Secretary 

A civilian expresses his frustration outside UNFCCC secretariat in Bonn as negotiations fail to move 
beyond words and informal texts 

SHREESHAN VENKATESH / CSE
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THIS IS the story of Ken Horne, a 
resident of San Francisco in the 
United States (US). He died April 
24, 1980. By the time the reason 

for his death due to a previously-unknown 
virus and the way it spreads got out of control 
like fire in a jungle, the phrase “unprotected 
sex” became a whole new reality. The Centers 
for Disease Control (cdc) retrospectively 
identified him as the first patient of the aids 
epidemic in the US. He was not the first 
person to have died due to the virus but his 
significance lies in the fact that he became 
the starting point from where, to paraphrase 
Warren Buffett, “all you need is wet snow 
and a very long hill”. The snowball turned 
into an avalanche. If author Nicholas 
Nassim Taleb were to define it, the event 
would qualify as a Black Swan. Rarity, 
extreme impact and retrospective (though 
not prospective) predictability basically 
summarises a Black Swan.         

In its initial decades there were periods 
where the faulty myth became that the 
disease infects only gay men; and hapless 
young male journalists (maybe many in 
other professions too) dreaded a shared 
drop cab in the night with liberated, mid-
career women who would treat them as if 
they didn’t exist and openly discuss their 
sex lives with phrases like “so what, even 
heterosexuals have anal sex”.  

In the 1980s, hiv/aids emerged as the 
biggest public health challenge in history. 
The virus by the end of 2016, according to 
the World Health Organization, had 

claimed the lives of around 35 million 
people and a double of them were infected 
at the same reference point. 

Chasing the virus
Nearly four decades down the line it is a 
now a successful public health story with 
the credit divided between an alliance of 
researchers, doctors, pharma companies, 
civil society and patients who participated 
in a number of trials while a cure was being 
found. “We now have about 30 medicines,” 
says Loon Gangte, regional coordinator for 
South Asia at the International Treatment 
Preparedness Coalition, an international 
agency that works for hiv/aids patients. 

aids became the focal point and 
diseases like tuberculosis for instance, 
which kills more people than aids, failed 
to get adequate attention. When it 
came to aids it turned into a 
manageable disease from a fatal 
one much faster than 
treatments moved in increasing 
the options for a tuberculosis 
patient. In November 2017, the US’ 
Food and Drug Administration 
(fda) approved British 
company ViiV Healthcare’s 
medicine Juluca. The 
medicine is the first hiv 
treatment that reduces 
antiretroviral therapy (art) to 
just two drugs instead of three or 
four, a normal in art. Though the 
price is yet to be announced, it is 

H E A L T H

Surviving AIDS
The convergence of multiple factors have ensured that 
38 years since the epidemic broke in the US there are 
now several ways of treating AIDS and containing HIV 

KUNDAN PANDEY | new delhi
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believed that this treatment regime will be 
helpful to patients in terms of lessening the 
side-effects on their health and their 
household economy. Similarly, another 
global pharma company Gilead is in the 
process of developing its own treatment 

with a drug having three active inhibitors. 
Its third phase trial has been completed and 
it is also looking for approval from the fda.

The battle to achieve a complete cure 
began somewhere around 2007 when 
Timothy Ray Brown, popularly known as 
Berlin Patient, was fully cured with the help 
of a bone marrow transplant. In this case 
the donor was naturally resistant to hiv. 
Around one per cent of the global 

population is naturally resistant. The 
hope generated by the cure of Berlin 

Patient did not last as the 
treatment carried the risky 
potential of weakening the 
already weak immune system. 

Future prospects
Research and trials are continuing 

in varied directions as we speak and the 
cures are being searched in gene therapy, 
restricting replication of hiv virus, shock 
and immunotherapy. The idea for gene 

therapy comes from the fact that hiv has 
certain inherent limitations and can’t 

easily replicate. For this, it enters in 
the cells and uses their machinery 
to copy and spread in the body. 
Another aspect is that hiv needs 
special proteins called receptors at 

the outer layer of certain cells and 
therefore cannot enter any random 

cell. The virus needs two receptors 
including cd4 and ccr5 which facilitate its 
entry into the cell. People who are resistant 
to the virus have a mutation in the ccr5 
gene, which is called ccr5-delta32. In 
theory, it is possible to edit dna and 
introduce this mutation. Sangamo 
Therapeutics, a US-based company is 
carrying out this particular research. In 
2016, the company claimed that out of nine 
patients treated with gene therapy, four 
were cured. It was their second phase trial. 

Researchers are also working on 
whether they can stimulate a sleeping virus 
and kill it. A Viral Eradication of hiv 
Reservoirs (river) study, a combined 
effort of many universities and institutes is 
trying to find a cure along these lines. It is 
expected that sometime this year 
researchers would be able to identify if this 

line of treatment is a game changer. 
The approach here is that in addition 

to standard art, the treatment involves 
using drugs to check the possibility of 
waking up or activating the hiv-infected 
reservoir cells. The additional medication 
that wakes up the virus from the reservoir 
cells is called vorinostat— the “kick”. Once 
activated, the diseased cells are expected to 
be removed by cells of the immune system. 
river is using two vaccines that will enable 
the cells of the immune system to recognise 
these newly activated reservoir cells and 
kill them. Around 50 patients are parti-
cipating in the study.

Scientists are also moving towards 
developing a vaccine. A paper published in 
the Journal of Virology in September 2017, 
talks about an experiment where 
researchers from the German Primate 
Centre have demonstrated that a booster 
vaccine can reduce infection by up to 70 per 
cent. The research was done on 12 monkeys.

Blessina Kumar, ceo of the Global 
Coalition of TB Activists, who has also 
worked with hiv patients, says that the 
campaign against hiv was led by the 
affected communities and people. The 
advocacy around the disease was very 
strong. She attributes this to two factors: 
the hiv-affected people were not neces-
sarily from marginalised communities; the 
most-likely case in TB. And when the hiv 
epidemic came there was no art and so 
there was greater focus on prevention. “I 
think empowerment of people played a big 
role. When you are empowered, you are 
able to demand. And when you demand, 
you get,” she says. n  

@down2earthindia

The battle to achieve a 
complete cure for AIDS 
began around 2007 when 
Timothy Ray Brown was 
fully cured with the help of 
a bone marrow transplant. 
The donor was naturally 
resistant to HIV, like around 
1% of the global population
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C O V E R  S T O R Y

An unprecedented storm season  
challenges India's scientific community

SHREESHAN VENKATESH in New Delhi with 
AKSHIT SANGOMLA in Bharatpur and Agra 

100 DAYS 
44 STORMS 
16 STATES 

423 DEATHS 
NOT A BLIP
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AT AROUND 6:30 pm on May 2, the sky suddenly turned a dull yellow in Agra 
city, Uttar Pradesh. After a few minutes, it was completely dark and a fierce 
wind began blowing, bringing along with it loads of dust. The speed of the 
winds increased and the trees started shaking violently. Tin roofs of many 
shops and houses were blown away. “The hoarding near our tent broke 
and fell down. We got scared and rushed inside,” says Rahat Ali, who runs 
a nursery. A few minutes later, hail and rain started pounding the region.

A pall of gloom enveloped Agra district, the epicentre of the massive dust 
storm that ravaged large parts of India. There were 14 members of Ali’s family 
inside the tent, including kids. “The winds continued to howl and suddenly 
we heard two loud, cracking sounds. Two trees had fallen on either side of our 
tent,” says Ali. The family members started praying, afraid that one more tree 
falling would end their lives. The fallen trees had blocked their tent and it was 
only at 11 am the next day that the family managed to come out of their tent, 
after neighbours cut down large parts of the broken trees. 

Storm surge
Since February this year, India has witnessed more than 44 storms in 16 
states. About 423 people have been killed and over 785 people have been 
injured. The storms also caused massive damage to property—almost 5,000 
houses collapsed. In some places, wind speeds exceeded 130 km per hour—
when the threshold speed for storms is about 90-100 km per hour.

The storms also affected people’s livelihoods. Apart from killing live-
stock, standing crops in nearly 0.7 million hectares in Uttar Pradesh, 

“NEVER 
SAW IT 

BEFORE”
RAHAT ALI, RESIDENT OF AGRA
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Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Bihar, Telangana, 
Chhattisgarh and Jammu and Kashmir were 
destroyed. In Punjab, 0.9 million quintals of 
harvested wheat were ruined. Uttar Pradesh and 
Rajasthan suffered the maximum damage. State 
governments are conducting an assessment of the 
damage, but in Bharatpur district alone, locals 
say the infrastructure loss could be more than a 
hundred crores. 

“One can earn back the money, but what about 
the lives lost,” asks 60-year-old Churamal Singh. 
Singh is a teacher in Junethar village of Deeg tehsil 
in Bharatpur district. There is damage in almost 
every house in Junethar, one of the worst affected 
villages in the region. That evening, six men of the 
village were in the Maharaja Surajmal College 
grounds for their exercise routine. When the dust 
started swirling, the men thought it would pass 
and waited. 

But within minutes, the storm became fierce 
and blew three of the men into the air, landing 
them in far off places. The remaining three took 
cover under a gateway to the college near a large 
pillar. But the pillar collapsed in a matter of 
seconds and all three men died instantly. The ones 
who had been blown away lived to tell the story. 
One of the men who died, 20-year-old Chandravir, 
was going to join the Delhi Police on May 15.

Some people consider themselves lucky. Take 
for instance Arun Kumar of Patholi village of Agra 
district, who runs a hair cutting salon. His kids 
were inside the hall when the front portion of the 
roof started leaking. When Kumar went to check, 
a portion of the roof collapsed, but Kumar’s family 
managed to escape to safety.

Many people lost their livelihoods too as 
cattle, sheep and goats were killed by the storms. 
In Kheda Karauli village of Kumehr block in 
Bharatpur district two brothers, Prahlad Singh 
and Malkhan Singh, lost most of their sheep. 
In Karahi village in Agra district, Govind Singh 
Pradhan lost a major portion of his dairy farm. 
He started the dairy with a loan of  R70 lakh under 
the Kamdhenu scheme in January 2017. Pradhan 
estimates the loss at around R15 lakh. He says he 
will now find it difficult to repay the loan.

One of the reasons for the scale of the damage 
is the poor quality of construction. Houses of poor 
people were not constructed with high quality 
materials. At other places, like the massive pillar 
in Junethar, the structures were not built properly. 

They lacked proper foundation or binding 
material like cement which would have provided 
resistance against the winds and rain. 

Bharatpur’s famous honey industry has also 
been affected. Sunil Kumar Gupta, who runs a 
honey factory on the Bharatpur-Agra highway, 
incurred damages of up to R50 lakh. One of the 
walls of his factory collapsed and fell on the honey 
drums. The honey flowed out and the rain washed 
it all into the drain, making recovery impossible. 
“Had we been alerted, we would have taken 
precautionary measures,” says Gupta. 

Ominous trends
“The intensity of the dust storms was unprece-
dented,” says J P Singh, chief programme ma-
nager of Lupin Foundation, a non-profit in 
Bharatpur which is working with communities 
on restoration. “Dust storms are common in this 
region, but are accompanied by very little rain. But 
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this time it was different—heavy rains, hails and 
strong winds,” says Puneet Verma, programme 
coordinator at Lupin Foundation.

In the aftermath of the storms, people are 
facing two major problems—lack of water and 
electricity. For instance, in Bharatpur, the storms 
uprooted some 5,000 electric poles. People are 
not able to use their water pumps in the absence 
of electricity. Taking advantage of the situation, 
water and electric generator suppliers are hiking 
prices—a bottle of water now costs R50 in 
Bharatpur, when the actual price is about R5. The 
cost of hiring an electric generator doubled.

Government agencies are providing relief and 
compensation, but the pace is slow. Hemant Gera, 
secretary of Rajasthan’s Disaster Management 
Authority, says that “two types of relief operations 
are underway—ex gratia relief to the victims of the 
dust storm and infrastructure restoration”. 

Verma says the weather patterns have changed 

this year. “Earlier, there used to be 10-15 days of 
intense heat during spring and early summer, 
ending in a dust storm with little rainfall. But 
now that cycle has reduced to 4-5 days and the 
amount of rainfall has increased, and so have the 
dust storms,” he adds. Similar tales of changing 
weather patterns abound from all the other 
regions and states that witnessed storms this 
year. But are meteorological and disaster agencies 
of the government prepared to grapple with the 
changing nature of weather?

The storms caused massive damage to 
property—almost 5,000 houses collapsed. 
People also lost their livelihoods as cattle, 
sheep and goats were killed by the storms. 
In the aftermath of the storms, people are 
facing two major problems —lack of water 
and electricity
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Rapid desertification, unprecedented 
heat wave conditions, greater number of 
Western Disturbances, increasing cyclonic 
circulations and two lines of low pressure 
winds combined to trigger the massive 
storms across India

How it
HAPPENED

  Area under desertification

  Storms (Hail, thunder, dust)

 Wind direction

Legends

Unusually hot conditions
Temperatures over 400C observed in 
northwest, central, east and north peninsular 
India. Interaction of hot air near the surface 
with colder winds from the Western 
Disturbances gives rise to intense and 
widespread storms

HOW CHAIN OF STORMS ARE FORMED
Storms cause a downward movement of air 
which feeds into successive convective 
storm systems

Heat carrying 
moisture  
and air

Storm motion

FREEZING LEVEL

Convective storm systems develop when intense heat at or near the surface causes air and moisture to travel upwards in the atmosphere to 
form storm-bearing clouds. As a cloud gains height, water vapour condenses and forms water droplets which fall as rain or hail when the 
cloud is no longer able to hold the moisture. The peculiar characteristic about the storms in the first week of May, especially in northern 
and northwestern India, was a kind of chain reaction of storms, which was apparently triggered by a single squall line—bands of high 
speed winds high up in the atmosphere that typically bring storms and rain. These winds entered the country through Pakistan and 
Afghanistan.The squall line not only invigorated the systems of cyclonic circulations in northern India, but also brought the moisture that 
perpetuated successive convective storms
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Prepared by DTE/CSE Data Centre
Infographics: Raj Kumar Singh;  
Analysis: Akshit Sangomla, Shreeshan Venkatesh
Data source: Desertification and Land Degradation, Atlas of India 2016 by 
Space Applications Centre, ISRO, NDMA and UP State DMA and media reports
For more such infographics visit: www.downtoearth.org.in/infographics

Western Disturbances 
While Western Disturbances (WDs) normally 
peak between December and February, a 
greater number of active WDs have been 
observed in spring and summer months. 
Instead of the normal 2-3 active WDs seen 
during the months of April and May, over the 
past month and a half, at least 10 separate 
active WDs have been observed. WDs carry 
high velocity winds that agitate the 
atmosphere and aggravate storm conditions

Cyclonic circulations
In the build up of the massive storms 
in the beginning of May, five separate 
cyclonic circulations were observed 
across the country

Easterly winds 
Winds from the Bay of Bengal carry moisture and are 
associated with pre-monsoon thunder storms in the 
eastern coast. Moving towards the troughs, these 
winds provided the moisture that further intensified 
the convective storms

Trough 
A trough is an extended area 
of low pressure developed 
along the E-W axis. This 
where moisture-laden winds 
from the Bay of Bengal met 
hot and dry air from central 
and western India. These 
winds also came in contact 
with the cold front that 
develops due to active WDs. 
The confluence of these 
different winds culminated 
in intense and widespread 
storms across the Indo-
Gangetic plain. Similarly a 
N-S trough was formed from 
Bihar to northern Tamil 
Nadu, along which stormy 
weather was observed in 
Telangana, Andhra Pradesh 
and some parts of Karnataka

WD

May 9-10

May 9-10
May 2-3

May 2-3, 13-14, 16-17
Feb 11-12

May 2-3
May 9-10

May 13-14

April 6-10, 11-12
May 13-14

May 9-10
May 2-3

May 15-16

April 29-30

March 29-30

May 7

April 6-7
April 29

May 2
May 15-16

March 26

May 2-3

April 17

Feb 11-12

Feb 11-12

May 13-14

May 6

March 25
May 20

May 13-14

May 13-14
May 2-3

April 3-5

May 9-10

May 13-14
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A
S THE Arctic has continued to warm and 
the temperature difference relative to 
the equator has reduced, many strange 
climate anamolies have been witnessed 

around the world. Winters have become longer 
and more frigid in North America and Europe, 
droughts have increased in several parts of 
Europe, Africa and Asia and precipitation has 
become extreme and increasingly uncertain. 
India is no exception to this phenomenon. One of 
the most vulnerable countries to climate change, 
global warming has wrought frequent floods, 
droughts and heat waves in the country over 
the past two decades. In the past three months, 
the subcontinent has been in the grip of another 
extreme manifestation of climatic changes: 

convective storms (see ‘How it happened’, p32).
Since March, several pockets of northern, 

central and eastern India have experienced squa-
lly weather over nine separate large-scale spells. 
Pre-monsoon storms have hit several parts of 
the country. But while the timing of the stormy 
weather did not come as a surprise, it was the 
extent and intensity that caught India’s weather 
personnel and the general populace unaware.

“Climatologically, these storms were anything 
but typical. Initial analyses have revealed several 
reasons for the stormy weather, including the 
activity of the Western Disturbances (WDs), 
the low pressure over the Indo-Gangetic plains 
and the intense heating in west and northwest 
India,” says M Mohapatra, director-general of 

A confluence 
of global, 
regional and 
local variables 
is leading to the 
development of 
massive storms

Winds beneath the storms

This year, 
dust storms 
have been a 

significant 
feature in the 
pre-monsoon 

season 
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Meteorology at the National Weather Forecasting 
Centre, India Meteorological Department (imd), 
New Delhi.

Heat: a causal agent
Heat is undoubtedly a factor in the formation of 
storms. The correlation of the timing of the storms 
with periods of intense heat is clearly evident in 
the weather outlook published by imd each week. 
Take for example the most severe and damaging 
of the episodes that occurred in the beginning 
of May. In Rajasthan, one of the worst-affected 
states, temperatures of over 46°C were recorded 
towards the end of April. In next door Pakistan, 
temperatures touched a record-breaking 50°C. 
States such as Haryana and Himachal Pradesh 
have registered temperature increases of 4.8°C and 
4.5°C respectively. Maximum temperatures across 
the Indo-Gangetic planes, right up to central India, 
were up to 8°C above normal, ushering in heat wave 
conditions across north, northwest and central 
India in the build up to these dangerous storms.

The culprit is the WDs—climatic flows 

that originate in the Mediterranean and make 
their way across west and central Asia before 
entering the Indian subcontinent via the Western 
Himalayan region. WDs manifest as low-pressure 
areas embedded in the westerly winds-planetary 
winds that flow from west to east between 30°-
60° latitude. They originate in the Mediterranean 
region and travel over Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan and 
Pakistan to enter India loaded with moisture, 
where the Himalayas obstruct them, causing rain 
and snow in the western Himalayas.

“The difference in temperature—between the 
Eurasian region and the sub-continent—manifests 
in narrow bands of high velocity winds in the upper 
atmosphere which are called jetstreams and are 
carried by the WDs. Usually, the gradient is larger 
during winters and reduces in summers which, in 
turn, influences its impact on the weather in the 
Western Himalayan region and over the Indian 
landmass,” says Mohapatra.

For long there has been consensus over the 
seasonality of active WDs in the Indian region. 
A study published in the Quarterly Journal of 
the Royal Meteorology Society in 2017 mapped 
the seasonality of WDs based on multi-decadal 
observations starting from the mid-20th century. 
The findings confirmed that WDs typically peak 
during December to February and gradually 
subside after March, when the pattern shifts pole-
wards. But in the past few years, changes have 
been noticed, both in the seasonality and impact 
of WDs. The cloud burst in Leh in 2010, the floods 
and landslides in Uttarakhand in 2013 and the 
excessive rain in Jammu and Kashmir in 2014 were 
all linked to these disturbances.

Disturbing factor
As the Arctic warms, the difference in temperature 
between the Arctic and the equator has reduced, 
particularly during recent winters which have 
seen highly anomalous heating around the North 
Pole. A warmer Arctic has been correlated to the 
extended winters punctuated with blasts of frigid 
weather in the northern hemisphere. 

A 2015 study published in the Environmental 
Research Letters shows the weakening temperature 
gradient is, in fact, causing the jet streams to 
meander rather than take a straight course which, 
in turn, affects the seasonality and movement 
of the WDs. Additionally, ste-ep increases in 
temperatures in the Western Himalayan region 
and the Tibetan Plateau have been linked to a 
further destabilisation of climatic patterns in 
the region, according to a paper published by the 
Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology, Pune.

Western Himalayas and the Tibetan Plateau 
are considered to play a crucial role in maintaining 
the hydrological and weather cycles over the Indian 
subcontinent. Rapid warming, which has caused 
temperatures to increase by up to 3.5°C since 1951, 
have been linked with increased variability in the 
distribution and direction of WDs and associated 
precipitation. “Correlations between WD activity 
in India and the warming around the Arctic are 
emerging and it is possible that these weather 
anomalies will rise in the future as a result of further 
weakening of the jet streams,” says Akshay Deoras, 
an independent weather forecaster.

One doesn’t have to go back too much in time 
to observe the change in WD activity over the 
subcontinent. Just last year, active WDs in May 
and June stalled the progress of the monsoon winds 
beyond the south-western tip of the country for 

While the timing of the stormy weather 
did not come as a surprise, it was the 

extent and intensity that caught India's 
weather personnel and the general 

populace unawares. Climatologically, 
these storms were anything but normal
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over two weeks. In fact, since 2010, there have been 
at least five years when the WDs have deviated from 
their normal distribution. This year the change in 
distribution is particularly stark. Instead of the 
normal 2-3 active WDs seen during the months of 
April and May, over the past month and a half, 10 
separate active WDs have been observed—seven of 
which occurred in April and the remainder in the 
first two weeks of May. “More than the frequency, 
what has increased the intensity of storms is the 
location and intensity of the WDs. The jetstreams 
carried by WDs are not uniform in velocity 
across the band. The jetstream core, atypically 
for the current season, seems to have undergone 
divergence in the upper levels which, in turn, causes 
a convergence of air lower down in the atmosphere. 
This is one of the contributing factors towards the 
intensity of the storms,” explains Mohapatra.

The timeliness of active WDs is not the only 
change that has fueled extreme weather events in 
the recent past. While changes in the latitudinal 
positions of the WDs are worrying experts, 
discripancies in the vertical profile of winds 

are also affecting the jetstreams. According to  
B Abish, who has been studying the changes in the 
WDs and the subtropical jetstreams at the Nansen 
Environmental Research Centre India, Kochi, 
while the general WD circulation is weakening, the 
trends over the Indian region are peculiar.

“The WDs are not only active over the 
Indian region for a longer period of time, but the 
jetstreams over the region have also strengthened. 
The high levels of emissions in the Indo-Gangetic 
basin increase the temperature of the atmosphere 
by absorbing solar radiation. This increase in 
atmospheric temperatures changes the vertical 
temperature gradient in the atmosphere and 
triggers a strong downward wind movement from 
the upper levels of the atmosphere, up to 12 km 
high. These downward drafts join the jetstreams 
as they enter the subcontinent and strengthens 
them. This seems to have had an impact in the 

recent spate of storms,” says Abish.
Dust storms due to heat-powered winds are 

normal in several parts across the Indo-Gangetic 
plains, particularly in Rajasthan which typically 
has very low moisture content in the air. The 
third ingredient in this dangerous concoction, 
which made the storms ever more damaging, 
is the component of moisture. In addition to the 
moisture-laden winds of the WDs, easterly winds 
blowing from the Bay of Bengal, made the situation 
more volatile. The cyclonic circulations across the 
Indo-Gangetic plains arranged themselves along 
a line of low-pressure or a trough that ran east to 
west, right from West Bengal and Odisha all the 
way up to Punjab and Rajasthan. 

As a result, moisture-heavy easterly winds 
interacted with the cyclonic circulations powered 
by the WD and caused widespread thunderstorms, 
squalls and dust storms across the subcontinent 
in perhaps the most widespread occurrence ever 
observed in a single season. “Easterly winds from 
the Bay of Bengal have been known to interact with 
WDs, but this usually occurs during winter months. 
This year, these easterlies have continued well into 
May and have interacted with the WDs owing to 
the east-west trough formed across the country, 
further fueling intense activity over large parts,” 
says Mohapatra.

Anomalies are the new normal
While it is common in the winter and pre-monsoon 
season for easterly winds to bring rains to the east 
coast of the country, anomalies in sea surface 
temperatures over Bay of Bengal seem to have 
spurred greater moisture transport than usual. The 
last week of April, just before the series of storms 
struck India, saw sea surface temperatures over 
the Bay of Bengal between 1 and 2 degrees above 
normal. At the same time, sea surface temperature 
anomalies in the northern Arabian Sea were also 
around similar levels. Hotter than usual conditions 
over the Indian Ocean further increased the 
moisture carried by both westerly and easterly 
winds that culminated in the spate of storms.

There are clear indications of how the general 
trend of warming is exacerbating stormy weather 
during the pre-monsoon season. The general 
physics behind storms unequivocally points at a 
higher incidence and intensity. A review of the em-
dat Disaster Database that compiles information 
regarding disasters the world over reveals a wo-
rrying trend. One has to go back 40 years to see 
the last time convective storms during this season 

Since 2010, there have been at least five 
years when the Western Disturbances 

(WDs) have deviated from their normal 
distribution. This year, instead of the 

normal 2-3 active WDs seen during April 
and May, over the past month and a half, 10 

separate active WDs have been observed
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caused comparative loss of life. In 1978, storms 
in March and April across North and East India 
caused the deaths of over 600 people. But large-
scale convective storms in the pre-monsoon season 
were few and far between. Between 1980 and 2003, 
just nine deadly convective storms were recorded 
in India in the March-May period. However, a 
steep increase has been observed in the last 15 
years. Between 2003 and 2017, 22 such storms 
were observed over the Indian region accounting 
for nearly 700 fatalities compared to 640 fatalities 
in the preceding 22-year period. In 2018 alone, 
423 people have died owing to extreme weather 
systems. Indeed, even by comparison to recent 
years, 2018 has been exceptional in the sheer scale 
and devastation caused. 

Not everyone is convinced though that the 
situation this year is clear sign that such events 

are a sign of anomalous atmospheric activity. “I 
do not think that the current weather patterns 
are anomalies. The frequencies of WD and 
the meanderings of the jetstreams is a natural 
variability of the atmosphere. The WDs can 
modulate the frequencies of the dust storms. 
Similarly, the position of the jetstreams can also 
influence the frequency of the dust storms. The 
jetstreams are characterised by wind shear both 
horizontally and vertically which has significant 
impact on the development of the storms. Some 
researchers have linked the frequencies of dust 
storms in East Asia to the Pacific North American 
pattern. That way everything can be correlated or 
tele-connected,” says Someshwar Das, a professor 
of atmospheric sciences at the Central University 
of Rajasthan.

Still, it seems difficult to chalk up 2018 
as simply a one-off; there is a clear trend of 
increasingly dangerous pre-monsoon storms 

which could have a bearing on more than just 
India’s climate. For one, the large-scale cooling 
of the subcontinent due to increased number of 
storms lasting later into the season could affect the 
progress of the monsoon as it reduces the strength 
of onrushing monsoonal winds which enter the 
subcontinent in the beginning of June. Another 
slow-onset concern is the transportation of dust 
in such large scale convective activity. A mapping 
of the hostpots of extreme weather in the current 
season shows an incidence of storms primarily 
in zones where desertification of land has been 
observed, apart from the Indo-Gangetic plains 
which is the primary source of dust in South Asia.

Spread of desertification
Recent figures suggest that 26 of the 29 states 
across the country have reported an increase in 
desertified area in the last 10 years. Nearly 30 
per cent of the country is already desertified and 
the trend of land degradation seems to be getting 
worse. Interestingly, while desertification has 
increased, there is still a lack of clarity on how this is 
linked to dust loading in the atmosphere. A recent 
study, published in Scientific Research in 2017, 
looked at aerosol measurements 2000 to 2015 
found that dust loading in the atmosphere had 
actually decreased by 10 to 20 per cent during the 
pre-monsoon season as compared to levels at start 
of this century. Researchers linked this decrease 
to an increase in the pre-monsoon rains which 
reduces dust emissions.

But more than slow onset consequences like 
desertification, the immediate concern is the 
impact of dust on thunderstorm activity itself. 
Physically, dust is categorised as an aerosol, which 
can provide sites for the aggregation of water 
droplets in rain-bearing clouds and intensify 
rainfall. “It is possible that aerosols like dust can 
have an invigorating effect on cloud systems and 
could aid the formation of these clouds since 
more droplets can be formed. The higher and 
taller clouds, in turn, trap more heat radiating 
from the surface. So, in a way, aerosol loading can 
cause a self-perpetuating cycle leading to stronger 
convective cloud systems,” explains Sagnik Dey, 
associate professor at the Centre for Atmospheric 
Studies, Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi.

Other than intensifying rains, dust particles 
also increase the volatility in the vertical movement 
within clouds which gives rise to an increasing 
occurrence of lightning strikes. Again lightning 
is not a new phenomenon in the country. In fact, 

Large-scale convective storms in  
the pre-monsoon season were few and  
far between. Between 1980 and 2003,  
just nine storms were recorded in the 

March-May period. But between 2003 
and 2017, 22 such storms were observed 

accounting for nearly 700 deaths, 
compared to 640 fatalities in the preceding 

22-year period. In 2018 alone, 423 people 
died due to extreme weather systems
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lightning strikes are the leading cause of death 
among natural disasters as listed by the National 
Crime Records Bureau, causing close to 10 per 
cent of all deaths ascribed to natural disasters. 
However, most of these deaths occur during the 
monsoon when convective storms peak. The 2018 
pre-monsoon season gave a primer on how the 
scourge of lightning could be extended beyond the 
monsoon. Towards the end of April, in a spell of 
just 13 hours, Andhra Pradesh was struck by over 
36,000 lightning strikes. Across the country, more 
than 40 people have died in about a month.

A paper published in Atmospheric Research in 

2016 revealed the correlation of lightning activity 
in the Indian subcontinent with environmental 
factors including aerosol and dust. Researchers 
found a positive correlation between the 
occurrence of lightning and the location of the 
two main sources of aerosols in the Indo-Gangetic 
basin—the Thar Desert that provides significant 
amounts of dust to western, northwestern and 
central India and the Gangetic plains in the east, 
which is a significant source of finer mineral dust 
and industrial aerosols. Further, the study even 
suggests that based on projections of humidity, 
heat and aerosol loading, occurrence of lightning 
is likely to increase in the future.

The increasing number of dust storms and 
thunderstorms in the pre-monsoon period 
must constitute a reason for concern for the met 
department. While stormy weather during this 
time of the year is not unknown, forecasting ability, 
especially during this season, seems to be out of 
sync with the speed at which climatic and weather 
systems over the Indian subcontinent are evolving 
in a warming world.

There is a correlation between lightning 
activity and environmental factors such 

as aerosol and dust. Scientists have linked 
the occurrence of lightning to the two main 

sources of aerosols in the Indo-Gangetic 
basin—the Thar Desert and the  

Gangetic plains in the east

Dust and aerosol 
particles can cause 
a self-perpetuating 
cycle leading to 
stronger convective 
cloud systems

REUTERS
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O
N APRIL 26, imd  forecasted thunder-
storm/dust storm over Punjab, Haryana, 
Delhi, Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan. It 
said the storms would occur at isolated 

places. But there was no indication of how intense 
the storms would be. On April 30, another 
advisory said severe thunderstorms and gusty 
winds would strike over eastern and northeastern 
India. There was no prediction of any such activity 
in the northern part of the country.

But the storms on May 2 were the most 
intense and caused the greatest damage in the 
northern states of Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan. 
Local people are more than aware of this failure 
in imd’s predictions. “On May 2 nothing had been 
predicted by the weather department, but such 
a big storm struck,” says Govind Singh Pradhan 
from Karahi village, Agra district.

Then, of course, there are times when imd 
predicted an event but completely missed the 
mark on the specifics. For instance, in the first 
week of March, imd predicted thunderstorms 
accompanied by hail in large regions of north 
and eastern India. But its own report, a week later, 

states that while there was no hail anywhere, there 
was rain accompanied by thunderstorms in 75 per 
cent of the predicted region. The accompanying 
winds that are characteristic of a storm were also 
not present.

M Mohapatra, director-general of Meteoro- 
logy at the National Weather Forecasting Centre,  
imd, says this assessment is not correct. According 
to him, the real forecasting and information 
dissemination happens away from the view of 
the larger public. According to him, NowCast 
models, with a constant eye on evolving weather 
from space, pick up signs of the storms around 
three hours in advance. However, a window of just 
three hours is a critical constraint. Far from being 
adequate to secure houses or fields, it is barely 
enough to ensure personal safety especially in 
storms as intense as those witnessed in early May.

India’s attempts at parameterising dust and 
incorporating it in weather models are relatively 
new. The National Centre for Medium Range 
Weather Forecasting (ncmrwf) integrated the 
component of dust just five years ago. In the last 
two decades, through significant improvements 

India needs to 
invest in weather 
infrastructure 
as well as fine 
tune its forecast 
models to fight 
the unpredictable 
stormy future

Forecasting faux pas

IMD has plans 
to increase the 

number of Doppler 
radars to 50; it has 
installed 25 till now

ISRO
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in satellite and 3-D imaging, specific forecasts are 
provided days in advance worldwide. So why is it 
that imd still provides broad, hit-and-miss kind 
of forecasts?

The reason, says Guffran Beig of iitm, is the 
difference in the nature of the storms over the 
Indian region. “The storms in the beginning of 
May escaped detection because it was a different 
weather phenomenon, unlike climatic-scale storms 
seen in the Middle-East. In the recent storms, there 
was a low vertical torque while the horizontal 
torque was dominant. So the unsettled dust, that 
could have indicated the storms remained near 
the surface, did not register in the boundary layer 
conditions. This is why these storms could not be 
foreseen,” explains Beig.

Beig’s dust module, based on observations 
conducted to evaluate and model air quality 
implications of dust in major cities in the safar 
project, has also been used for limited weather 
forecasting applications. However, most of 
India’s forecasting ability for pre-monsoon 
thunderstorms, including in the NowCast model, 

comes from multi-year field experiments named 
Severe Thunderstorm Observations and Regional 
Modeling (storm) experiments which have been 
conducted since 2006. The experiments have 
been conducted with a view to understand storm 
formation and evolution and to ultimately be 
able to incorporate findings into forecast models. 
The experiments were conducted in three phases  
for storms in east, northwest and peninsular  
India respectively. 

For ncmrwf, observations collected since 
the experiments began have gone towards 
strengthening the Unified Model (UM). But des-
pite having about 11 years of observations, there are 
still gaps in the data. “We have still not been able 
to procure all the instruments that we require to 
fill in all the blanks,” says former ncmrwf  scientist 
Someshwar Das, who has been closely associated 
with the storm experiments.

Further, it is also the scale of the storms that 
has kept forecasters in the dark. While observations 
such as wind patterns or temperatures are relatively 
large-scale and follow consistent trends, highly 
variable local factors are what determine the fate of a 
storm. “These storms were extremely concentrated 
and small-scale, dependant on highly variable 
local conditions, and so are difficult to capture in 
models,” says Mohapatra.

This is the major issue when it comes to 
forecasting these storms, according to Das. “These 
mesoscale convective storms happen at very small-
scales and you need very fine resolution of about 
1-2 km scales to detect thunderstorms.” Compared 
to this, the UM used by ncmrwf uses a model 
resolution of about 10 km, while the safar dust 
module only functions at grid sizes of about 100 km.

One instrument which might have been 
useful, especially in detecting dust levels close to 
the surface and horizontal wind velocities, is the 
Doppler radar. Despite the criticality of ground-
based instruments for India, where tropical 
weather phenomena develop and dissipate in a 
matter of hours, imd has so far only been able to 
install 25 Doppler radars across the country. 
Cumulatively, the range of these would be around 
0.45 million sq km, which is just over an eighth of 
India’s total land area of nearly 3.3 million sq km. 
“imd has plans to increase the number of radars to 
about 50 covering the whole country,” says Das. 
Incidentally, the recent devastating storms also 
brought into question the maintenance and upkeep 
of instruments. The nearest Doppler radar to the 
May 2 epicentre was situated not too far away in 
Jaipur. However, the radar was not functioning.

While India still grapples with forecasting, 
other countries which have been facing increasingly 
severe dust and sand storms have been attempting 
to control the effects of the storm and limiting the 
destruction. One notable example is the Great 
Green Wall that has been developed by China along 
the Mangolian drylands. The massive corridor of 
vegetation purportedly acts as a wind break for 
intense sand storms emanating from the north and 
reduces the transport of dust further south, thereby 
limiting the possibilities of desertification. While 
India might have to start thinking on similar 
lines to get its desertification problem under 
control at some point, the urgent task at hand is, 
undoubtedly, to improve its weather forecasting 
and monitoring infrastructure. n 

@down2earthindia

The IMD has been able to install just 25 
Doppler radars, whose cumulative range 

is around 0.45 million sq km. This is just 
an one-eighth of India's total land area. 
During the May 2 storm, the radar near 

Jaipur, near the epicentre, was not working
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Defined to exclusion
Thousands of villages in Maharashtra are water stressed but will not receive help from the 
Centre because they fall short of the new definition of drought

NIDHI JAMWAL | yavatmal and chandrapur, maharashtra

ON A scorching summer afternoon, 
Mahesh Madhukar Besadkar of 
Maharashtra’s Lasina village, Yavatmal 
district, stands in his farmland that 

he has prepared for the kharif season and points 
skyward: “All depends on it.” By “it”, Besadkar 
means the southwest monsoon, which normally 
reaches the state’s Vidarbha region, where his 
village is situated, by mid-June and continues 
till September. The southwest monsoon is vital 
for agriculture in the region characterised by 
rain-fed farming. As per the erstwhile Planning 

Commission’s “Report of Fact Finding Team on 
Vidarbha”, released in 2000, of the total cropped 
area in the region, barely 19 per cent is irrigated 
land and the rest depends on rains.

“Last year, we received little and erratic 
rain. And there was a month-long dry spell that 
destroyed our kharif crops,” says Besadkar. “My 
only source of irrigation, an open well, is dry for 
the past many months and I haven’t been able to 
cultivate rabi crop of wheat this year,” he adds.

On April 25, the state government declared  
that Yavatmal was one of the eight talukas in 

Mahesh Madhukar Besadkar 
(right) of Maharashtra's 

Yavatmal district says that his 
open well has been dry for 

months and he has not been 
able to cultivate rabi crop 

this year
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Yavatmal, Washim and Jalgaon districts that 
faced a “moderate” drought. “The situation is so 
extreme that drinking water to Yavatmal city is 
being supplied after a gap of 25 days or more,” says 
Jagdish Dube, a farm activist based in the district. 
But the drought does not qualify for any relief 
measures from the Centre. Why?

The reason is a new “Manual for Drought 
Management”, released by the Union Ministry 
of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare in December 
2016, which says that the states can ask for 
Centre’s help only if the drought is “severe”. But 
the parameters that make a drought “severe” are 
extremely stringent.

The Manual prescribes five categories of 
indicators: “rainfall, agriculture, soil moisture, 
hydrology, and remote sensing (health of crops)”. 
On the basis of these the state governments have to 
make a scientific assessment of drought. Rainfall 
indices are mandatory indicators, whereas the 
other four are impact indicators. Droughts are 
categorised as “severe”, “moderate” and “normal”. 
While “severe” drought requires at least three 
impact indicators to be in the severe category, 
for “moderate” drought, at least two impact 

indicators should be in the severe category. A 
“Memorandum for assistance under the National 
Disaster Response Fund (ndrf) will be submitted 
within a week of the declaration of drought only if 
the calamity is of a severe nature,” says the Manual.  
Agriculture sector experts, however, say that rarely 
will the three impact indicators together reflect the 
“severe” category. 

Take the case of Yavatmal, where despite 
deficient rain and widespread crop loss, the 
drought is still categorised “moderate”. Agriculture 
officials in the district say that the area under rabi 
crops has reduced from 0.22 million ha in 2016-17 
to 0.11 million ha in 2017-18 primarily due to low 
rain. “The situation is grim in the district and the 
state government has declared a moderate intensity 
drought. But that won’t help the farmers much,” 
says Chandrakant Jaju, the Collector of Yavatmal. 
“At best, the recovery of electricity bill and bank 
loan from the farmers in drought-affected villages 
would be deferred. Collection of land revenue tax 
would also be delayed by a year along with some 
more benefits,” he adds. 

Earlier, the states could approach the Centre for 
drought relief without restrictions of the category 

"Last year, against 
a normal output of 
0.7 tonne of soybean 
from 0.4 ha, I got just 
0.25 tonne because 
deficit rain had 
reduced the yield"
Ð Vasudev Laxman Parsude, farmer 

of Waghapur village, Yavatmal 

district of Maharashtra 

"Last kharif season, I 
did intercropping of 
soybean and toor. But 
there was no water 
when the flowers 
appeared on toor, and 
I lost all the crop"
Ð Madhukar Rao Besadkar, farmer, 

Lasina village, Yavatmal district, 

Maharashtra

In December 2016, the Union Ministry of Agriculture 
and Farmers' Welfare releases "Manual for Drought 
Management" which says that the states can ask for 
Centre's help only if the drought they face is "severe". But 
the parameters of "severe" drought are too stringent

In 2017, the Vidarbha region in Maharashtra witnesses 
deficit rain and many districts report  crop loss 

In 2017 kharif season, Maharashtra declares over 14,500 
villages drought-hit, as per its traditional drought es-
timate mechanism of paisewari. But it cannot seek 
Centre's help because the villages do not qualify as being 
hit by a "severe" drought under the new definition

In April 2018, Maharashtra says eight talukas facing a 
"moderate" drought, but still cannot seek Centre's help   

PERPETUAL DROUGHT

MAHARASHTRA

VIDARBHA

Yavatmal Chandrapur
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C O V E R  S T O R Y

of drought, and ask for monetary help under the 
Calamity Relief Fund and the National Calamity 
Contingency Fund.“It is a shame that the Central 
government washed its hands off of drought 
relief by introducing strict parameters,” says Vijay 
Jawandhia, a farm activist from Vidarbha.

The new drought definition replaces the 
paisewari system of calculating drought that has 
been used in the state since the British period (then 
it was called annewari system). Under this system, 
if there is a deficient rainfall and the crop yield is 
less than 50 per cent of the average of 10 years, then 
that is considered a drought year.

The current rabi crop is not the first time that 
Maharashtra has been forced to fight drought 
without the Centre’s help. Even in the last kharif 
season, 14,679 villages in the state reported a 
paisewari of less than 50 per cent, which qualified 
them as drought-hit as per the Maharashtra 
government criteria. But they could not ask for 
Centre’s help. “About 80 per cent farmers in the 
district lost their soybean kharif crop,” claims 

Gajanan Divekar of Waghapur village. Madhukar 
Rao, father  of Besadkar, also lost his toor (pigeon 
pea) crop due to the drought. “Last kharif season, 
I did intercropping of soybean and toor on 2.5 ha. 
When the flowers appeared on toor, there was no 
water and I lost the crop,” says Madhukar.

IMD data substantiates drought
The severity of the drought in Maharashtra 
is also corroborated by data from the India 
Meteorological Department (imd), which says 
that Vidarbha had a rainfall departure of -23 per 
cent in the last southwest monsoon season. A 
rainfall departure between -20 and -59 per cent is 
considered “deficient” rainfall by imd. District-wise 
data collated by imd shows that in the last southwest 
monsoon season, Yavatmal had a rainfall departure 
of -44 per cent, -49 per cent and -34 per cent in July, 
August and September, respectively. Chandrapur 
district, which lies 150 km southeast of Yavatmal, 

too registered a rainfall departure of -26 per cent, 
-18 per cent, -51 per cent, and -29 percent in June, 
July, August and September, respectively. 

In Chandrapur, the agrarian situation is no 
better and drought has affected Bt cotton and 
paddy. Kishore Nibrat of Kukarsaat village, for 
instance, had sown Bt cotton on his 6.5 ha, but due 
to water stress and pink bollworm pest attack, the 
yield was barely half. Acknowledging the challenges 
faced by the farmers, Ashutosh Salil, Collector of 
Chandrapur says, “Apart from deficient rainfall, 
of the total 0.18 million ha Bt cotton sown area, 
almost 0.15 million ha was affected by the pink 
bollworm pest. In case of paddy, 0.12 million ha 
of the total 0.18 million ha sown area was affected 
by the fungal disease.” It was only on May 8, that 
the state government sanctioned R94 crore and 
R82 crore for cotton and paddy crop compensation, 
respectively, in Chandrapur.

Fallacious claims
Four years ago, Maharashtra Chief Minister 
Devendra Fadnavis had launched Jalyukt Shivar 
Abhiyaan to make the state drought-free by 2019 
by carrying out decentralised soil and water 
conservation works. But the situation on the 
ground remains worrisome. 

“Between 2015 and 2017, a total of 638 villages 
have been covered under Jalyukt Shivar in Yavatmal 
district. This year (2017-18), our target was 324 
villages and next year another 374 would be 
covered,” says Jaju. “This year we had to construct 
4,500 farm ponds, but have already constructed 
5,465,” he adds. But on being asked if all these 
villages were now drought-proof, he answered 
in the negative and said that drought-proofing 
depends on several other factors, including rainfall.

Salil also says that the district had 17,000 
traditional tanks, (built some 300 years ago), 
which were meant for irrigation. “As part of the 
state government’s Majhi Malgujari Talab scheme, 
we plan to revive these tanks. This year, we have 
selected 350 tanks. Once revived, these tanks will 
help deal with droughts,” he says.

But Jawandhia remains highly critical of the 
Centre. “Due to vagaries of nature, farm distress will 
increase. Rather than assist state governments deal 
with droughts, the Centre is conveniently looking 
away,” he says. “Agriculture, which is a state subject, 
should be brought under the concurrent list of the 
Constitution to make the Central government 
responsible for it,” he suggests. n 

@down2earthindia

The situation is grim in Yavatmal district and the 
state government has declared a "moderate" 

drought. But that will not help the farmers 
much. At best, the recovery of electricity bill and 
bank loan from the farmers in drought-affected 

villages would be deferred. Collection of land 
revenue tax would also be delayed by a year along 

with some more benefits
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As India's plastic 
consumption increases 
at over 10 per cent 
year-on-year, policy 
and implementation is 
woefully out of step to 
deal with the massive 
problem of managing the 
mounting waste  

Breaching the 
threshold

A
LCHEMY WAS the talk of the town 
in 15th century Europe. The 
who’s who of the scientific fra-
ternity was hunched over tables 

trying  to create gold and silver using science 
and sorcery. But their attempts landed them 
nowhere near the material that kicked off a 
revolution some hundreds of years later. It 
was polymer, a material that is durable, 
pliable, light and relatively inert. The first 
synthetic polymer, or plastic as we know it, 
was created in the early 20th century. Since 
then, contemporary alchemists have been 
cutting up and repurposing hydrocarbon 
molecules into thousands of materials that 
make up the plastics family. Everything 
from bottles to money is now plastic.

But the magic material has a flipside—
plastics do not decompose naturally. Its 
pervasive dominance means that it is now 
embedded in, quite literally, every habitat in 
the world—even in the most isolated eco-
system. One example is the Great Pacific 

Garbage Patch—a 600-sq km floating 
island of plastic waste in the North Pacific 
Ocean. Less spoken about are the hundreds 
of thousands of landfills, drains and rivers 
choked with plastic waste, especially in the 
developing world. Lately, another worrying 
aspect of plastics has been gaining atten-
tion—minute particulate plastics, or micro-
plastics. When exposed to ultra-violet solar 
rays, water and salts, plastic can deteriorate 
and fragment into miniscule particles. They 
can be ingested by simple life forms and 
enter the food chain. Such microplastics are 
also manufactured to be used in several 
consumer products. With the alarm over the 
unmitigated rise of plastics reaching a fever 
pitch, the theme for the World Environment 
Day-2018, held every year on June 5, is 
plastic pollution. 

Earlier this year, while signing the 
agreement to host the UN-led World 
Environment Day, India’s Environment 
Minister Harsh Vardhan declared: “It is the 

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY SPECIAL

SHREESHAN VENKATESH AND 
ISHAN KUKRETI | new delhi
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beginning of the end of plastic menace.” But 
a look at India’s own track record when it 
comes to managing plastic raises doubts 
about the proclamation.

According to a September 2017 report 
by the Central Pollution Control Board 
(cpcb), which extrapolated data from 60 
major cities, the country generates around 
25,940 tonnes of plastic waste a day. About 
94 per cent of this comprises thermoplastic, 
such as pet (polyethylene terephthalate) and 
pvc (polyvinyl chloride), which is recyclable. 
The remaining belongs to thermoset and 
other categories of plastics, such as sheet 
molding compound (smc), fibre reinforced 
plastic (frp) and multi-layer thermocol, 
which are non-recyclable. According to the 
latest report on the Implementation of 
Plastic Waste Management Rules published 
in 2016, the plastic waste generated across 
the country (barring six states where data 
was not available) is close to 1.6 million 
tonnes a year, with almost half of it coming 

from Maharashtra and Gujarat. However, 
the volume of plastic waste generated seems 
suspiciously low when compared with the 
data of Plastindia Foundation—a body of 
major associations, organisations and 
institutions connected with plastics. The 
Foundation estimates that in 2017-18 alone, 
India consumed 16.5 million tonnes of 
plastic. Worse, according to industry body 
ficci, 43 per cent of India’s plastics are used 
in packaging and are single-use plastic. 
Consumption has clearly outstripped 
India’s capacity to recycle.

 “India recycles much more plastic than 
the global north through a robust system of 
waste collectors and segregators. But a lot of 
recycling here can more appropriately be 
called downcycling or repurposing,” says 
Pratibha Sharma, regional coordinator at 
Global Alliance for Incinerator Alternatives 
(gaia). However, this also depends on 
profitability. Waste collectors realise that 
single-use plastics are not useful in the 

market in terms of their economic value. So 
in the end a lot of cost is externalised either 
onto waste collectors or to the environment 
and this needs to be addressed, she adds. 
While an estimate by ficci puts the number 
of recycling units in the country at 7,500, 
more than half of which are unorganised 
units, the non-profitability of single use 
plastics means that much of India’s 
discarded plastics end up in landfills and 
drains and rivers that ultimately flow into 
the sea. A recent study shows over 90 per 
cent of the total plastics that end up in the 
ocean comes from rivers in Asia and China. 
It identifies the Ganga and Indus as the 
major sources in South Asia.

Policy in India 
Over the past two decades, 25 of the 29 
states and several Union Territories have 
tried to regulate the use of plastics. India’s 
first attempt at tackling the menace of 
plastic waste came in 2011 when the 
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  Name of city 
XX Plastic waste (tonnes per day)
(XX%) Plastic waste (% of municipal solid waste)
* Of the 60 cities covered in the source, this map 
depicts 35. The cities have been chosen to depict a 
cross-country picture  

Legends

Prepared by DTE/CSE Data Centre
Infographics: Raj Kumar Singh  
Analysis: Snigdha Das
Source: Consolidated Guidelines for Segregation, Collection 
and Disposal of Plastic Waste, CPCB, September 2017 
For more such infographics visit: www.downtoearth.org.in/
infographics

India's four metros generate more than 1,670 tonnes 
of plastic waste per day, which is over 40 per cent of 
the plastic waste produced in India's 60 major cities*

Plastic problem

Ranchi
8.29 (5.92%)

Bhubaneswar
31.92 (7.98%)

Kolkata
425.72 (11.6%)

Puducherry
26.46 (10.46%)

Vijaywada
43.72 (7.29%)

Dehradun
14.66 (6.67%)

Kavaratti
0.24 (12.09%)

Surat
149.62 (12.47%)

Mumbai
408.27 (6.28%)

Ahmedabad
241.5 (10.5%)

Pune
101.35 (7.8%)

Chandigarh
8.18 (3.1%)

Varanasi
25.92 (5.76%)

Kanpur
106.66 (6.67%)

Jaipur
15.58 (5.03%)

Jammu
21.68 (7.23%)

Amritsar
24.42 (4.44%)

Faridabad
79.03 (11.29%)

Delhi
408.27 (10.14%)

Thiruvananthapuram
15.06 (6.02%)

Coimbatore
66.31 (9.47%)

Bengaluru
313.87 (8.48%)

Guwahati
10.27 (5.04%)

Agartala
5.83 (5.71%)

Shillong
5.27 (5.44%)

Shimla
2.23 (4.45%)

Agra
40.89 (7.86%) Lucknow

70.84 (5.9%)

Srinagar
28.14 (5.12%)

Dhanbad
7.52 (5.02%)

Patna
12.6 (5.73%)

Raipur
23.76 (10.61%)

Hyderabad
199.33 (4.75%)

Chennai
429.39 (9.54%)

Bhopal
23.08 (6.59%)

Average plastic waste generation 
in India (tonnes per day)

4,059.18
Average plastic waste share in 
municipal solid waste in India 

6.92%
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government notified the Plastic Waste 
(Management and Handling) Rules, 2011. 
The policy sought to disincentivise the use 
of poly bags by setting up a pricing mecha-
nism for them and also to establish rules for 
recycling by local authorities. The Rules 
were replaced with a stronger Plastic Waste 
Management Rules, 2016. The new rules 
gave emphasis on a complete ban on plastics 
below 50 microns, phasing out use of multi-
layered packaging and introducing exten-
ded producer responsibility (epr) for produ-
cers, importers and brand owners to ensure 
environmentally sound management of 
plastic products until the end of their lives. 

But while the implementation of the 
rules were poor and still being figured out, 
the government came up with an amend-
ment to the rules earlier this year which has 
gone quite a way in diluting the effect of the 
2016 rules. For one, the rule on explicit 
pricing of carry bags which required vendors 
to register and pay an annual fee to urban 
local bodies was removed. The complete ban 
on “non-recyclable multilayered plastic” 
which was implied in the 2016 rules was 
removed through some clever word play. 
The term “non-recyclable multilayered 
plastic if any” has been substituted by 
“multi-layered plastic which is non-
recyclable or non-energy recoverable or with 
no alternate use” giving producers an escape 
route by claiming that products can be put 
to some other use, if not recycled. This type 
of plastic was supposed to be banned by 
March 2018, but it is nowhere near a phase-
out. While the government has claimed 
several times that it wants to shut down all 
small and illegal plastic producing plants, 
the amendment to the rules seems to dilute 
this as well. 

Do we have solutions? 
Waste-to-energy (wte) plants that incine- 
rate municipal waste to produce energy have 
been hailed as a solution to the gargantuan 
problem. Apart from several state and city-
level governments, the Centre also plans to 
invest in 100 such plants by 2020. But such 
plants would contribute to air pollution, 
besides derailing plastic waste management 
efforts. Since India’s waste has high organic 

content, its calorific value is typically lower 
than what is required to run wte plants. In 
other words, to make wte plants effective, 
plastic content with higher calorific values 
has to be increased in the municipal waste. 
Is this what we are looking forward to?

The other solution is to promote 
substitute for polythene bags. Over the past 
15 years, bioplastics have been promoted as 
potential alternatives. They are classified as 
oxi-biodegradable plastics, hydro-biodegra- 
dable plastics and just biodegradable 
plastics. Though argued as better than conv- 
entional polybags in terms of decompo- 
sability, biodegradability of these bags are 
yet to be proven. Researchers question the 

actual extent of decomposition of such 
plastics in land-fill conditions and their 
implications on food security since edible 
starch and vegetable oil are used to create 
some kinds of biodegradable bags. The 
biggest indicator of the lack of success is 
perhaps reflected in the usage of bioplastics 
which is estimated to be just 2 per cent of the 
total. Another area of research that has 
provoked excitement is the discovery of 
plastic-eating bacteria but what is lost out in 
announcing such discoveries is often just as 
critical as what is retained. 

Another avenue that is increasingly 
being presented as a solution to the plastic 
waste problem is substitution of plastic with 
other biodegradable materials such as 
reused cotton or paper. The idea has been 
appropriated by several start ups that are 
producing common everyday items such as 
poly bags and utensils from substitute 
materials ranging from the conventional 
cloth, glass, wood and paper to newer novel 
materials produced from vegetable fibres 
and cellulose. But while replacement might 
seem like a plausible path to cutting down 
on plastic, especially the disposable kinds, 
the efficacy of the operation is still not 
completely proven. 

The per capita consumption in India is 
still low compared to more developed coun-
tries. According ficci, Indians consume 11 
kg of plastic per year in comparison to 109 
kg by an average American. But this figure is 
estima-ted to rise in the coming years. To 
avert a crisis would require vision, political 
will and the nerve to pull off a balancing act. 
The solution to India’s problems with plastic 
waste can be addressed through targeted 
investments in recycling and ensuring sus-
tained effort to cut down consumption. n

@down2earthindia

Labourers sort through plastic waste at the Tikri Kalan plastic waste depot. Most of the workers are 
migrants employed by local scrap dealers for about R300-400 per day
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COURSE FEES  
R21,000 per participant. 
Student and Group Discounts 
available. (Course fee includes 
tution fee, external expert lecture 
sessions, training materials, 
Boarding and lodging, 
Transport from New Delhi to 
AAETI and back)

COURSE DURATION
June 27th-29th, 2018                        

TIMING 
9.30 am to 6 pm                      

COURSE VENUE
Anil Agarwal Environment Training 
Institute (Centre for Science and 
Environment initiative), Nimli  
(near Alwar), Tijara, Rajasthan        

LAST DATE FOR APPLYING
June 17th, 2018                       

TRAINING METHODOLOGY  
Classroom lectures, case studies, 
class exercises and discussions                                     

WHO CAN APPLY
Architecture, planning and 
engineering students, architects, 
academics, researchers, 
professionals from built 
sector, urban local bodies and 
government officials.

India’s built sector consumes 30 per cent of its electricity and is responsible for 23.6 per cent of its greenhouse 

gas emissions (GHG). A more robust energy regime in built environment is crucial to reduce energy consumption 

and help India meet its energy target as described under Intended Nationally Determined Contributions 

commitment. ‘Passive design’ takes advantage of the climate to maintain occupancy comfort in buildings and 

associated environmental factors  and reduce reliance on active lighting, heating, ventilation and air conditioning 

systems and can increase energy saving potential by about 40%. The government of India incentivizes and 

mandates these techniques through measures like Energy Conservation Building Code for commercial buildings, 

(ECBC 2017), energy policy which recognizes building/built environment as key player in associated reductions, 

integration of environmental conditions in model building bye laws etc.

Anil Agarwal Environment Training Institute (AAETI) offers this course to familiarize participants with the impact 

of weather conditions on comfortable dwelling, the role building physics plays in designing a built environment, 

and associated benchmarks. CSE has been working closely with architects and building physicists on sensitizing 

urban professionals on sustainable building practices and has incorporated all these principles in the AAETI campus 

construction. AAETI is an ECBC compliant sustainable, state of the art campus. The campus has been selected 

by Global Environmental Facility, Bureau of Energy Efficiency and UNDP India as one of the 24 Model Energy 

Efficient Buildings of the country which will be monitored for their energy performance. Participants inhabiting 

and interacting with the campus building features will enable them to understand the working of all 5 natural 

elements coming together and acting as a learning tool for building design practices and understanding of energy 

conservation concepts. The campus has utilized various passive techniques such as decentralized systems (waste 

water, building waste, renewables, water sensitive design, etc.) which the participants will be made familiar with.

(As this involves various hands on exercises, every participant is expected to have a laptop, requisite softwares 

link will be provided upon registration)

SALIENT FEATURES OF THE TRAINING COURSE:
• Sustainability Development Goals

• The challenge of sustainability

• Climatic conditions and human comfort

• Understanding materials and their properties of insulation, thermal mass etc.

• Understanding the solar path and the role of building orientation and shading devices.

• Understanding building envelope and its components

• Basics of day lighting and its components

• Introduction to passive cooling techniques and low-energy mechanical cooling techniques

• Hands on energy modeling exercise

• Energy-based design of electro-mechanical services

• Introduction to energy-efficient fixtures, controls and service systems, etc.

FOR DETAILS CONTACT:
Sugeet Grover, Senior Research Associate, Sustainable Buildings and Habitat Programme
Centre for Science and Environment, 41, Tughlakabad Institutional Area, New Delhi-110062
Ph: 91-11-2995 5124 / 6110 (Ext. 283); Fax: 91-11-2995 5879
Mobile : +919818443366 Email: sugeet.grover@cseindia.org

PASSIVE 
   DESIGN
       TECHNIQUES

CERTIFICATE COURSE ON 
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Old-timers of Karnataka's 
Soliga tribe swear by the health 
benefits of anagone soppu   
HARISHA R P

Anaemia  
antidote S 

EVENTY-FIVE-year-old Puttamma is angry at her daughter-
in-law. “She’s seven months pregnant and look how weak 
she is. I advise her to eat anagone soppu [Alternanthera 
sessilis] but she doesn’t listen,” complains Puttamma. 

Her daughter-in-law has to take iron supplements every day 
because she is severely anaemic. “Anagone soppu  was a regular 
part of our diet and we never faced such problems. It is rich in nu-
trients and medicinal properties. We even worked in fields dur-
ing pregnancy,” Puttamma recollects.

Puttamma belongs to Karnataka’s Soliga community and lives 
in Gorasane village of Chamarajnagar district. The village is close 
to the Male Mahadeshwara Hills of the Western Ghats, where this 
aquatic plant is found in abundance from November to April. 
People in her village use the leaves of the plant to fight anaemia, 
jaundice, night blindness, piles, infertility, strengthen the nervous 
system and to boost hair growth. It is also recommended for lac-
tating mothers as it is said to enhance the production of breast 
milk. In rural areas of  South India, it is quite common for people 
to gift its leaves to neighbours and to pregnant women.

www.downtoearth.org.in/food

Prepared from 
anagone soppu, 
bassaru (left)  
and soppina 
palya are rich 
in iron, calcium, 
phosphorus, 
and vitamins C 
and B complex 
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APPCB is working with a mission 
of achieving ambient air, water 
and soil quality standards in the 
State through administrative and 
community supportive methods

ANDHRA PRADESH POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD
AmArAvAthi, vijAyAwAdA

l	 Segregate waste at house hold level into wet  
(bio-degradable) and dry (recyclable) by adopting 
two bin system with colour coding. Convert domestic 
waste into useful manure by adopting Vermicomposting  
methods in houses.

l	 Inform the Municipal / Pollution Control Board  
authorities, if Hospitals / Nursing homes are mixing 
bio-medical waste with municipal solid waste or 
dumping in open areas.

l	 Do not dump the waste on the roads/open areas

l	 No food items to be packed in coloured plastic bags. 
The thickness of plastic carry bags shall not be less 
than 50 microns. Carry a cloth/ paper/ jute bag instead 
of asking for plastic carry bag.

l	 Encourage recycling of waste paper and discourage 
the use of plastic carry bags.

l	 Residents around water bodies and drinking water sources 
should not divert their sewage into the water sources.

l	 The townships and institutions to provide decentralized 
treatment system and recycle treated sewage for flushing 
toilets and gardening purposes.

l	 Industries, residential complexes, commercial complexes 
and individual houses to construct rainwater harvesting 
structures in their premises to recharge ground water.

l	 Keep automobile engines well tuned. All   
vehicles owners to obtain Pollution Under Control (PU)  
Certificate from authorised centers only.

l	 Purchase fuel from authorized dealers only. Do not 
use adulterated fuel.

l	 Raise greenbelts and house hold gardens to increase 
the green cover.
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The Soligas have been living in forest-
ed villages for ages and are known for their 
traditional knowledge and food culture. 
Though the government runs special nu-
tritive food schemes for Soliga households 
and provides them grains under the pub-
lic distribution system, the Soligas still 
suffer from malnutrition. Puttamma has 
her own theory behind the health prob-
lems of her tribe.

Puttamma says she has seen a signifi-
cant change in the lifestyle and food system 
of the younger generation. “When we were 
young, we consumed at least 50 varieties of 
greens, over 40 varieties of wild fruits and 
over 30 vegetables and crops in the forest 
and on our farmland. My parents and I 
would collect 15-odd varieties of mixed 
green leaves and cook them with salt, chilly, 
tamarind and garlic in the evening. The 
dish was eaten with ragi (finger millet) ball 
at least thrice a week. We rarely had rice or 
apples and oranges,” says she. But people in 
the village today are not likely to collect wild 
greens, fruits, tubers and vegetables from 
the forest or even from their backyards any-
more. They consume rice and rice-based 
foods, black tea and packed snacks,” she says. 
Puttamma recommends that hard working 
people should eat lots of green leaves. 

“These are god’s gift,” she says. Research 
shows that the Soligas suffer from sickle cell 
anaemia and it seems that in anagone sop-
pu and other wild foods, they have found 
the best way to overcome their genetic de-
ficiencies. But changing dietary patterns 
made them malnourished. 

Time-tested 
The use of anagone soppu is quite common 
in traditional medicines. In the Siddha med-
icine system, this plant is called food medi-
cine and eating its leaves fried in ghee is said 
to be beneficial for the eyes. Recent studies 
too have corroborated the health benefits of 
the plant. A study published in the Inter-
national Journal of Pharmacognosy and 
Phyto-chemical in 2014 states that the leaves 
have anti-microbial properties and help in 
healing wounds and ulcers. The entire plant 
has anti-oxidant properties, the study says. 
The National Institute of Nutrition, Hyder-
abad, recommends its use during pregnan-
cy to overcome anaemia because it is rich in 
iron, calcium, phosphorus and vitamins C 
and B complex.

Though the consumption of the plant 
has gone down, in rural areas of South 
India, anagone soppu dishes are still eaten 
at least twice a month. In urban house-

holds, people eat it, on an average, once a 
month. In the rainy season, when it is in 
abundance, the leaves sell for R20 per kg 
and the price increases to R40 in summers. 
In big cities like Bengaluru and Mysore, 
vegetable vendors sell it for R30-60 per kg 
and sell 15-20 kg a day, earning  R600-1,000. 
People who collect the leaves , however, get 
only R10 per kg. 

In a country like ours, where malnour-
ishment and anaemia is widespread, ana-
gone soppu can be a good source of nutrition, 
especially for pregnant women. It is time we 
encouraged its use.   

(The author is Program Associate at the 
Ashoka Trust for Research in Ecology and 

the Environment, Bengaluru)        
    @down2earthindia

Bassaru and   
Soppina palya
I N G R E D I E N T S 

Cleaned, chopped fresh leaves of 
anagone soppu: 2 bowls
Moong beans (Vigna radiata): 40 g
Garlic:  2-3 cloves
Green chilly: to taste
Onion:  1  (chopped)
Oil: 2 tbsp
Coriander powder: 1 tbsp
Pepper: 3-4 seeds
Coconut: 3 tbsp
Tamarind: 1 (small lemon-sized)
Mustard seeds: 1/2 tbsp
Salt:  to taste

M E T H O D 
Take two bowls of cleaned, tender 
shoots and leaves of anagone soppu, 
moong beans and chopped onion 
and boil in water with salt. Strain the 
mix to separate the stock and the 
cooked leaves into two bowls. Grind 
the garlic, pepper seeds, coconut 
and tamarind into a paste. This is 
called kara. Add kara to the stock and 
bassaru is ready. It can be had with 
balls of ragi (finger millet). 

The boiled leaves can be 
seasoned with oil, mustard seeds, 
moong beans and chopped onion to 
make soppina palya, a side dish.

R E C I P E

Leaves of anagone soppu are rich in anti-microbial properties and can help treat wounds and ulcers  
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The Environment Governance (Compliance 
Monitoring) Group at CSE is engaged in capacity 
building, research and advocacy for environment 
protection. The major focus of the team would 
be policy research and advocacy for cleaner 
brick production in the country which includes 
clay, fly ash bricks and alternate walling 
material. 
JOB PROFILE:

• Research on policy matters and contribute to 
capacity building programmes;

• Analysis and interpretation of the data/ 
information as required for specific research 
work;

• Preparation of reports, communication materials, 
and other publications as necessary;

• Communicating and networking with a wide 
range of stakeholders for effective advocacy;

• Travel as and when required.

REQUIRED SKILLS:

• Research and analytical skill and documentation skill;
• Good oral communication and networking ability;
• Ability to work in a team to meet deadlines;
• Creative Thinker and ability to innovate;
• Acquaintance with the concept of green building, bricks and alternate 

walling material.
• Additional requirement for the post of Programme Manager will be the 

ability to lead a team with good managerial skills.

QUALIFICATION AND EXPERIENCE:

Bachelor in Environmental or Energy Engineering, Bachelor in Architecture, 
Masters in Environmental Sciences or equivalent, with work experience 
in the field of environment. Preference will be given to a candidate with 
experience in brick kiln sector or alternate walling material.

MINIMUM PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: 4 years for Senior Research 
Associate (SRA); 7 years for Programme Manager (PM).

The designation and the salary would be commensurate with qualifications 
and experience of selected candidates. 

To apply for the above position mail your application to jgupta@cseindia.org mentioning position in subject line  
latest by June 20, 2018 OR visit http://jobs.cseindia.org

VACANCY FOR PROGRAMME MANAGER AND SENIOR 
RESEARCH ASSOCIATE FOR RESOURCE EFFICIENT  
AND LOW CARBON WALLING MATERIAL PROGRAMME

Applications are invited for
Human Resources Manager

Location: India

Qualifications: Bachelor’s degree and a minimum of 5 years 
Human Resources work experience in area(s) of specialization 
or equivalent combination including experience for responding 
to HR related questions, problems and data information requests 
from employees/management.

Last Date: 20 June 2018 (11:59 p.m. Eastern 
Time)

For more details visit www.nature.org/careers and apply online 
with cover letter & resume to job #46533 or send the resume 
and cover letter to hrtncindia@tnc.org

TNC - The Nature Conservancy Centre is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Pride in ruins 
Gujarat can find solace in its traditional water 
monuments. For that, it first needs to restore them 
RAJAT GHAI 

DESPERATE TIMES  call for desperate 
measures. As Gujarat’s already 
acute water crisis takes a grim 
turn this summer, the authorities 

are scrambling for new ways to quench people’s 
thirst. The state government has announced 
installation of desalination plants; the Ahme- 
dabad Municipal Corporation has said it would 

rope in experts for the facelift of Kharicut 
canal; and the Narmada Control Authority has 
said it has shut off Narmada water for 
agriculture in summer to reserve water for 
drinking purpose. While the fate of these 
measures is obvious, one wonders whether the 
authorities have tried taking lessons from the 
state’s own traditional water management 

Constructed around 
15th-16th century, 
Ashapura Mata ni vav 
is known for its wells 
located some 20 metres 
below the ground and 
intricate stone carvings. 
Today, it is surrounded 
by a residential colony 
in Ahmedabad. A temple 
that uses part of it for 
storage has insensitively 
renovated it by using 
paints, porcelain tiles 
and Kota stone
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system that had helped the arid region 
flourish and remain a centre of trade for 600 
years. In fact, because of this age-old 
wisdom several cavernous spaces in the twin 
cities of Ahmedabad and Gandhinagar can 
still be found brimming with water.

These cavernous spaces are stepwells, or 
vav as they are called in Gujarat and baoli or 
bawri in neighbouring Rajasthan. Typically, 
a stepwell is a unique form of underground 
well architecture in which a long-stepped 
corridor leads down five to six storeys until 
it reaches the aquifer. The well, at the far end 
of the L-shaped structure, thus remains 
filled with clean and naturally filtered water 
throughout the year. In Gujarat, stepwells 
are designed to offer more than water. While 
the tiered structure provides shelter from 
the hot and dry weather, the structure, 
usually made of brick and sandstone and 
lime mortar, keep the surroundings cool. 

Small wonder, stepwells in Gujarat are 
located along important trade routes and 
near settlements, say researchers of Urban 
Management Centre (umc) in Ahmedabad 
that provides technical assistance to city 
governments, who have recently identified 
45 stepwells in Ahmedabad-Gandhinagar 
region. Built by wealthy traders and royal 
patrons, they are largely concentrated along 
routes passing the old city of Ahmedabad, 
through the ancient settlements of Vatva 
(now within Ahmedabad city), Mehmabad 
(now a municipality near Ahmedabad) and 

Uvarsad (now a village), they say in the book 
Lesser known stepwells—in and around 
Ahmedabad-Gandhinagar region. 

In fact, the earliest stepwells were built 
in Gujarat, which till today holds the title of 
“land of stepwells”. According to German art 
historian Jutta-Jain Neubauer, who in 1981 
wrote The stepwells of Gujarat in art: A 
historical perspective and introduced the 
water monument to Western readers, “The 
oldest stepwells that are known are cut into 
a natural rock on a 1,000 m-high mountain 
range called Mount Girnar (Uparkot caves) 
near Junagadh in Gujarat”. The Uparkot 

stepwells date back to the 4th century and 
were built by Buddhist monks.

Irrespective of when a vav  is built, four 
structures are essential to its architecture. 
Todas are a pair of ornate pillars at the 
entrance to mark its location. Kutas are 
landings between sets of steps in a stepwell 
to provide a resting place. An ardhakuta is a 
supporting arch which has no landing or 
pavilion. Lastly, there is the well shaft, which 
contains or used to contain water. 
“Sometimes, there could be two well shafts. 
One would be used to lower the ambient 
temperature while the second would be used 

Built in 15th century, 
Dada Harir ni vav 
in Ahmedabad's 
Asarwa area is 
an ornate step-
well with spiral 
staircases. It is 
five-storey deep 
and each floor is 
spacious enough to 
provide for people 
to congregate. It 
is conserved by 
the Archaeological 
Survey of India 
which considers it 
as the monument of 
national importance
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to draw water,” says Meghna Malhotra of 
umc. Since a stepwell taps aquifers, it never 
went dry, she adds.

However, its design is largely governed 
by the soil conditions and depth of water-
table, say umc researchers who have studied 
the designs of 30 of the 45 stepwells. One 
such is the Saiyad Hazrat Jalaluddin ni vav 
in Gandhinagar. Instead of the traditional 
stepped layout, this well appears to have an 
apartment like structure, with three levels 
stacked one above the other. Then there is 
Khodiyar Mata ni vav. Located in Badodara 
village, it is among a few that have been built 
within the basin of a lake and thus require 
reduced excavation to reach the water table.

But today none of them are functioning. 
In areas where the water-table has sunk 
considerably, the stepwells have gone dry. In 
densely populated towns, municipal water 
supply has rendered stepwells useless which 
are suddenly remembered only in periods of 
drought. Others are being used as dumping 
places for garbage or for open defecation, or 
have been encroached upon by temples.

Unfortunately, only seven of the 45 
stepwells identified in the region have been 
awarded protection by either the Archaeo- 
logical Survey of India or by the Gujarat 
Archaeological Department. At places, 
communities and organisations have taken 

it upon themselves to restore the crumbling 
structures, but only in vain. For instance, a 
stepwell in Ahmedabad’s Ensan village has 
been insensitively renovated with cement-
plaster and paint. With ornamentation 
buried under layers of plaster, the arches 
have lost their original character and the 
toda does not have any distinct form left.

Another such stepwell is Khodiyar mata 
ni vav in Ahmedabad’s Devdi village. Jal 
Sampatti Vibhag (Gujarat Water Supply 
and Sewerage Board) has conserved this 
mughal-era stepwell so well that locals use 
it as a resting place today. But in the process 
of restoration, they have covered the entire 
structure in cement plaster and whitewa- 
sh. The stepwell now acts as a shrine, and 
porcelain tiles bearing the image of a 
goddess have been added in the niches.

A stepwell bearing the same name in 
Vastral has been renovated by the admini- 
stration of an adjoining temple with a steel 
frame and plastic paneling. All these prevent 
any accurate dating of the structure and 
makes it impossible to identify the original 
form of the stepwell. All one can see is a 
geometric pattern spiralling down. 

Another vav in Ahmedabad is located on 
the edge of a lake in Aslali village. Though it 
dates back to the 18th century, little regard 
was given to its antiquity while the 

Ahmedabad-Mumbai national highway 
was being built. A part of the road was cons- 
tructed over the stepwell and the structure 
has been reinforced with concrete and 
cement plaster. The adjoining lake means 
that the water level within the well is still 
very high. However, due to the temple 
occupying the structure, the water has been 
polluted by trash from the devotees.

Manvita Baradi, founder director of 
umc, suggests ways to preserve these stru- 
ctures. “The goal is not to freeze these step- 
wells in time but to encourage a sensitive 
adaptive reuse of these beautiful structures 
by allowing people to find uses for them, like 
cafes, libraries and sit-outs,” she adds. 

But can the wells ever be used for water 
again? Purnima Bhatt, author of Her Space, 
Her Story: Exploring the Stepwells of 
Gujarat, has a measured reply. “It is not very 
likely that the stepwells would be used in the 
future for the purpose they were built, and 
the main reason is a large number of homes 
today have access to taps, tubewells and 
other sources of water,” she says. But it is 
possible to study these age-old water 
conservation strategies and learn how we 
can incorporate some of these ideas for 
community-based water harvesting, espe-
cially critical in drought-driven regions,  
she says.                    @Timsah_al_Nil

Rudabai ni vav, located in Adalaj village in Gandhinagar, is a five-storey deep stepwell built in the 15th century. The temperature inside the well is said to be 
about 5oC lower than the outside temperatures. Protected by the Archaeological Survey of India, it is now an important tourist destination
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ATREE is seeking a thought leader who would steer the young dynamic organisation to emerge as a global leader in 
environmental sustainabil ity. Application/Nominations are invited for the position of Director. The position is based in Bengaluru, 
India and reports to the Chairman of the Board of Trustees. The incumbent would represent ATREE externally, cultivate 
partnerships, provide leadership for fund raising efforts and develop financial plans, marshal monetary and human resources to 
realise the vision of the organization.

Requirements
•• An advanced degree, preferably a doctorate in natural or social sciences 
• Excellent leadership and communication skil ls and abil ity to network externally
• Abil ity to foster collegiality internally and create a value based, result oriented culture
• Experience in financial planning and fund-raising
• Demonstrated record of leadership in managing complex and growing institutions

ATREE holds itself and its staff to the highest standards of personal and professional conduct at all t imes and is committed to 
the values of integrity, ethics, and honesty. 
AATREE is a global non-profit which generates interdisciplinary knowledge to inform policy and practice towards conservation 
and sustainabil ity. 
ATREE, a 22-year old institution, is currently ranked among the top 20 think tanks in conservation and sustainabil ity globally. 
ATREE has a unique interdisciplinary PhD programme that is training the next generation of scholars and leaders.

Applications/Nominations
Please visit www.atree.org/jobs/director for further details of the position and send nominations with a cover letter and resume 
to Dr. Kamal Bawa, Chairman, ATREE at kamal.bawa@atree.org. All nominations would be treated in strict confidence. 

AATREE fosters gender equity and diversity, and is an equal opportunity employer.

Advertisement for the post of  Director, ATREE

Ashoka Trust for Research in Ecology and the Environment,  
Royal Enclave , Sriramapura, Jakkur Post, Bangalore 560 064, 

Telephone: +91-80-23635555 (EPABX), Fax : +91-80-23530070,  http://www.atree.org/

The Centre for Science and Environment is one of India’s 
leading public interest research institutions, known for 
its rigorous scientific policy research and advocacy on 
environmental issues. CSE is looking for Programme 
Manager or Deputy Programme Manager to work in CEMS 
team of Environment Governance group.

JOB PROFILE
• Monitoring of industrial emissions, effluent, ambient air and 

water quality
• Primary and secondary research on continuous emission 

and effluent monitoring and reporting, pollution control, 
regulations, best practices etc.

• Writing high quality reports/papers/company profiles
• Take responsibility for the team’s research output; guide 

junior team members
• Build and develop relationships with stakeholders such as 

CPCB, SPCBs, industries etc.  
• Training and advocacy through meetings/workshops/

conferences in India and overseas
• Field and industrial visits (30% of time) 

DEPARTMENT: Environment Governance- CEMS

NECESSARY SKILLS
• Experience in pollution monitoring  (air and water) in industries
• Experience in laboratory tests and analysis of air and water 

pollution
• Understanding of pollution monitoring and reporting systems (like 

CEMS, CEQMS, data acquisition system, calibration) in India and 
industrialised countries

• Understanding of environmental rules and regulations,  industrial 
operations, compliance and new developments in the area of 
professional discipline

• Strong research, analytical and writing skills and networking and 
communication skills experience of technical writing

QUALIFICATION
• Bachelors or a Masters degree in engineering, environment 

science or relevant field with more than 7 years of relevant 
experience.

CSE pays a competitive salary that will be commensurate with 
qualification and experience.

Please mention the post that you are applying for in the subject line and email your application latest by June 15, 2018 to jgupta@cseindia.org  

VACANCY FOR PROGRAMME MANAGER/ DY. PROGRAMME 
MANAGER- ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION MONITORING
Position: One
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H
IS IS not the first company to have baulked at 
sharing the benefits that have accrued from ac-
cess to the country’s rich and manifold biolog-
ical resources. Dozens of small and medium 

companies have also challenged the demand from state 
biodiversity authorities that they pay a fraction of their 
revenues for the benefit of local communities who have 
conserved these biological resources over time, some-
times, for aeons. However, the decision by yoga teach-
er Ramdev’s behemoth Patanjali Yog Peeth to reject the 
demand that it give a tiny percentage of its humongous 
revenues to the local communi-
ty since it is a domestic enterprise 
and not a foreign company means 
the issue has been joined in a seri-
ous manner. 

There are political overtones 
to the issue since the bjp is deter-
mined to promote indigenous sys-
tems of medicine and has made 
ayush a full-fledged ministry from 
a department in the Ministry of 
Health & Family Welfare earlier. Besides, Ramdev is 
close to the ruling bjp’s power centre and is one of its star 
campaigners and enjoys a clear leeway in most matters.

For several years now claims of state biodiversi-
ty boards (sbbs) for benefit-sharing have landed in the 
high courts of several states where dynamic—critics 
would term them overenthusiastic—boards have been 
issuing notices to a range of commercial enterprises to 
pay a kind of royalty on the biological resources they have 
been using to turn a neat profit. The prime beneficiaries, 
in their view, are pharmaceutical and food companies 
which have been making a killing by offering ayurvedic 
and herbal products in the market. No company has been 
as much in the spotlight as Ramdev’s Patanjali Ayurved 
for its explosive growth.  A Bloomberg report of May 4 
said the revival of traditional ayurvedic products is eating 
into revenues of multinational consumer giants, Colgate-
Palmolive and Unilever. Patanjali Ayurved’s sales of $1 
billion in 2017-18, it claimed, had surpassed the revenues 

of Colgate-Palmolive’s local unit. 
Legal experts say Patanjali and Dabur, another major 

player in this segment, along with a host of smaller com-
panies are shielding themselves from benefit-sharing be-
cause of the ambiguity in the law. For domestic compa-
nies, the critical law is Section 7 of the Biological Diversity 
Act which states that “prior intimation” to sbbs is man-
datory for obtaining biological resource for certain pur-
poses. Only local people and communities and tradition-
al doctors who have been practising indigenous medicine 
are exempt from this requirement. 

Anyone who flouts the law 
or abets its contravention faces 
a jail term and/or fine. However, 
companies are arguing that pri-
or intimation does not imply pri-
or permission, and as such the re-
quirement of benefit-sharing is 
only for foreign entities as clearly 
stated in Section 3.

The logic for benefit-sharing 
is simple. Since corporate enti-

ties are using biological resources for commercial gain, 
it was deemed only fair that some of the money should 
flow back to the people who safeguard them. This is a 
core principle of the Convention on Biological Diversity, 
the 1993 global treaty which was an attempt to preserve 
the world’s dwindling and endangered biodiversity. This 
principle was brought into sharper focus in a subsequent 
protocol signed in Nagoya as the access and benefit-shar-
ing or abs agreement. 

In a study of such cases in 2016, legal researchers 
and policy analysts Shalini Bhutani and Kanchi Kohli 
found abs topped the list of contested issue under the 
Biodiversity  Act. It also goes “to show that those with the 
resources are able to pursue litigation to safeguard their 
interests”. If companies such as Patanjali and Dabur can 
convince the courts that Indian companies are exempt 
from abs, it will call for a relook at the Biodiversity Act. 
But whether this government would want to tighten the 
rules for domestic players seems rather unlikely. 

C O L U M N

PATENTLY ABSURD L ATHA JISHNU

The baba and biodiversity booty  
Ramdev's corporate behemoth Patanjali's claim that Indian firms 
do not have to share benefits for using bio resources is troubling  

TARIQUE AZIZ /  CSE
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R E V I E W S

John L Ingraham weaves a tale of remarkable breakthroughs  
about our kin of the microbial world
ISHAN KUKRETI

Kin for `life'

KIN: HOW WE CAME TO 
KNOW OUR MICROBE 
RELATIVES 
John L Ingraham 
H a r v a r d  U n i v e r s i t y  P r e s s  |  

3 0 4  p a g e s  |  $ 2 9.9 5

DID YOU know that the number of 
microbes living on our body 
surfaces and in our gut is ten times 
the number of cells in our bodies? 

If not, you are in the same boat as famous 
naturalist Charles Darwin, whose Tree of 
Life—a pictorial representation of how all life 
forms stand in relation to each other— 
originally had no mention of microbes. 
Scientists later added them to this Tree, and 
today plants and animals constitute just a small 
upper branch in one stem while its three main 
stems are dominated by microbes. In his latest 
offering Kin: How We Came to Know Our 
Microbe Relatives, noted microbiologist John 
L Ingraham talks about this and much more.

The nonagenarian author—Professor 
Emeritus of Microbiology at the University of 
California, Davis who is widely seen as an 
authority on what he casually calls “bug sorting” 
or the science of identifying different kinds of 
microbes—takes the reader through the world 
of microbes, how they came to be discovered 
and found their mainstream recognition in 
science through the ages. Despite the scienti-

www.downtoearth.org.in/reviews

SORIT /  CSE
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fically dense subject, Ingraham tells his microbial tale without 
jargons that makes it extremely readable both for those who seek a 
general understanding of the invisible world of microbes and those 
with academic pursuits. His latest work follows another book on the 
microbial world, March of the Microbes: Sighting the Unseen, 
published in 2010.

Ingraham follows the chronology of microbes, from their 
absence in the Tree of Life to their first acknowledgement by 
scientific giant Louis Pasteur in the mid-19th century and their final 
coming out of oblivion in the late 20th century to become the most 
populous members of the same Tree.

The book not only recounts the scientific developments but also 
offers narratives on how these developments came about, including 
the rivalries between some of the greatest scientific minds of the 
world. Ingraham mentions how a number of renowned scientists 
and priests debated over the nature and existence of microbes. In 
what makes an interesting read, he talks about one such rivalry 
between Pasteur and Félix Pouchet, the then director of the Natural 
History Museum in the French city of 
Rouen, over “spontaneous regeneration” 
or the idea that under favourable 
conditions inanimate matter routinely 
becomes a living thing, like maggots 
developing in rotting flesh. While 
Pouchet proposed that like eggs, microbes 
are single cells which are spontaneously 
generated as a part of “God’s plan”, 
Pasteur proved the proposition wrong 
with his swan-neck flask experiment, 
which showed that dust particles carry 
microbial cells which, in turn, soil the 
organic matter. By putting clear meat 
broth in a flask with an S-shaped top, he 
was able to prevent dust from settling on the broth, thereby keeping 
it safe from microbes.

Many would not know that “throughout most of the history of 
biology, the living world was divided into two major groups, plants 
and animals….As new creatures, including microbes, were 
discovered and studied, they were assigned, sometimes quite 
awkwardly, to one or the other of the two major groups,” says 
Ingraham. Bacteria and fungi were initially classified either as 
animals—if they could move—or plants, in case they could not, 
which according to the author is an injustice to microbes, who are a 
kingdom in themselves. Ingraham’s book, in that sense, is an ode to 
microbes, whom he portrays as the unsung heroes of nature’s 
biodiversity. In the book, he not only chalks out the history of 
microbes in our scientific knowledge, but also highlights their 
importance in our existence.

“The most basic, life-sustaining activities of the cells comprising 
our bodies, including those that enable us to digest our food and 
derive metabolic energy from it, evolved from microbes,” he writes. 
This similarity in biological process is vast. Even the lactic acid 
produced by our aching muscles from running at top speed is made 
via the same set of energy-yielding reactions by which lactic acid 
bacteria causes milk to sour. 

He goes on to provide the importance of every single microbe 
group. The value of fungi, our closest cousins in the microbial world, 
is more or less known—be it in the making of bread or wine. But 
besides decomposing food, fungi also helps in degrading organic 
matter in soil, thereby making it more fertile. In fact, according to 
Ingraham, no multicellular organism would have existed if not for 
the microbes. Not only did the microbes give other organisms the 
ability to carry out life-sustaining activities, they also made the Earth 
liveable for them by “making over 99 per cent of the atmosphere we 
live in”, he writes. “The components of the major portion of Earth’s 
atmosphere are the result of the activities of microbes and are largely 
maintained by them. Microbes are responsible for making all the 
oxygen and nitrogen gases that the air contains,” he says.

He adds that while plants produce vast quantities of oxygen, 
“biology’s studies on relatedness have firmly established that they 
can do this only because their ancestors capture microbes and they 
have long since maintained bacteria as intercellular slaves, which in 
their evolved form are called chloroplasts.”

Even the nitrogen-fixing ability of 
legumes is due to microbes. The plant 
does it by providing the source of energy 
and a low-oxygen environment for 
Rhizobium and related bacteria to  
fix nitrogen. “Until about a hundred 
years ago, microbes alone were 
responsible for (fixing) almost all of the 
nitrogen gas taken from Earth’s 
atmosphere. About 10 per cent of the 
total fixed nitrogen was caused by 
lightning strikes. Microbes thus supply 
fixed nitrogen (ammonia and nitrate) to 
plants and algae, which make many 
cellular components, including proteins 

and dna, from this nutrient.” 
Ingraham also points out that “although humans have 

commandeered about half of the fixation arc of the nitrogen cycle, 
its replacement arc remains the exclusive province of microbes. Only 
they via the combination of denitri-fication and anammox—
anaerobic ammonium oxidation, a microbial process of the nitrogen 
cycle that takes place in many natural environments—can convert 
fixed nitrogen back to its gaseous form.”

“Plants and animals, although they dominate our visual world, 
constitute only two of the tree’s branches. The bacteria, archaea, 
protista and most of the fungi are microbes. Knowing the Tree’s 
structure has given biologists the ability to characterise the complex 
array of microbial populations that live in us and on us, and 
investigate how they contribute to health and disease. This 
knowledge also moves us closer to answering the tantalising 
question of how the Tree of Life began, over 3.5 billion years ago,”  
he writes.

In other words, life would not have been possible on Earth if not 
for our kin of the microbial world. Read this book to know about the 
history of microbiology and to gain an insight into how they help 
sustain us and the world.  

@ikukreti

Ingraham mentions in the 
book how many renowned 

scientists and priests 
debated over microbes' 

spontaneous regeneration 
or sudden appearance 

out of nowhere.  Besides 
chalking out history, he also 
highlights their importance 

in our existence
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SHIT FLOW DIAGRAM (SFD) 
ONLINE COURSE

The School of Water and Waste, AAETI is launching an online course on preparation of Shit 
Flow Diagram. The course is designed for practitioners, academicians, consultants, students 
and researchers.

About SFD
Excreta flow diagrams (also often described as shit flow 
diagram, SFD) are increasingly being used to analyze the 
sanitation situation in urban areas. Where the SFD is a 
visualization tool that summarizes complex information into 
an easy-to-understand graphic, as it simply shows how excreta 
is or is not contained along the sanitation chain. 

Aim of the course
The four weeks course will provide hands on experience to 
state and non-state actors to prepare SFD for towns/cities.

Starting from:
July 01, 2018

Course duration: 
Four weeks

Course load: 
8 hours per week

Last date to apply: 
June 10, 2018

Course fee:
Indian participants: 
Rs 3,500 
Overseas 
participants: 
USD 100

SCHOLARSHIPS 
AVAILABLE !!!

Upon completion, you will be able to
• Prepare SFD using the SFD graphic generator
• Write a concise narrative report including graphic and the 

service delivery context
• Identify specific intervention areas within the sanitation 

chain

Benefits
• One year free subscription to Down To Earth magazine 

after enrollment
• Top 10 students will get 50% refund of fees
• Reviewed SFD reports prepared within two months will 

be published at global platform 
• The Authors of best five reviewed reports will get full 

fellowship to attend one training at AAETI

Register here
https://www.cseindia.org/sfd-olc-8621

Anil Yadav
anil_yadav@cseindia.org

AAETI

AAETI
Anil Agarwal Environment Training Institute

School of Water and Waste 
Anil Agarwal Environment Training Institute
Nimli, Rajasthan, India

To know more about SFDs, visit http://sfd.susana.org/

Bhitush Luthra
bhitush@cseindia.org

Dr Suresh Kumar Rohilla
srohilla@cseindia.org

Course director Course coordinators

Write us on sfdhelpdesk@cseindia.org
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A guide for parents to cook healthy food for growing children
VIBHA VARSHNEY

What's cooking?

EVERYDAY LOVE: A MOTHER'S GUIDE 
TO HEALTHY COOKING FOR KIDS 
Sharmila Ribeiro  

24 7  p a g e s  |  `8 9 9

TODAY, PARENTS are increasingly beginning to worry about 
what food their child is consuming, and rightly so. 
Children are exposed to a plethora of unhealthy food 
choices. In 2017, a survey by the Centre for Science and 

Environment, New Delhi, revealed that 93 per cent of school-
children in the country were eating packaged foods—chocolates, ice 
creams and salty food like chips and noodles—more than once a 
week. Almost 27 per cent of schoolchildren were consuming pro-
ducts churned out by fast food outlets—burgers and pizza—more 
than once a week. Parents need to ensure that their child eats good 
food, but children are difficult to please and convincing them to 
eat healthy food is an everyday challenge. 

Sharmila Ribeiro, a former rural development pro-
fessional, has come out with a book that could help parents 
prepare tasty and healthy foods, both for school as well as 
home. It provides a mix of Indian and international foods 
with easy recipes. It has recipes for pizzas and burgers, 
but ensures that the final product is a healthy version of what 
is available in the market. For example, instead of using potatoes 
for making tikkis, Ribeiro provides recipes that uses daliya 
(broken wheat) or fox tail millet with spinach and corn to 
make a healthier tikki.

The book has recipes for breads, soups, after school 
snacks, cold drinks, fast foods, dips, sauces and treats. These are 
accompanied with photos that could tantalise the child. The author 
provides handy tips and alternative methods for cooking. For ex-
ample, it makes sense to prepare curd rice with plain milk mixed 
with a little curd so that it does not get too sour by lunch time. Many 
of the recipes can be prepared the night before to help ease the 
morning rush.

Ribeiro has a clear favourite among the 170 recipes. She 
roots for hummus, which she says is healthy and versatile. 
The dip is from the Middle East but all the ingredients, 
including chick pea, sesame seeds and olive oil, are available 
locally. It can be eaten with rotis, spread on bread and works well 
even with vegetable sticks, she says. This can be easily stored for 
over a week.

The question remains whether children would eat hummus 
which is sometimes not very appetising to look at. “Now with TV 
food shows constantly showcasing international food, children will 
be happy to accept them,” says Ribeiro. But the book’s focus on 
international food can be very expensive for many parents. Avo-
cados, the main ingredient of guacamole, are available for R140 for 
500 g in India. 

Fortunately, not all recipes fall in this category and there is 
something for everyone in the book. Ribeiro provides a quick 

guide to healthy eating in the beginning. This includes a basic 
primer on nutrition, explanation on healthier cooking methods 
and the importance of planning for the whole week. She feels that 
involving the child in the process of cooking can help the child 
embrace healthy food. The objective of the book is to promote the 
natural taste of food and ensure that children prefer this over pro-
cessed and unhealthy foods.           @vibhavarshney

TARIQUE AZIZ / CSE
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Advertisement

Jan 15, 2011 Down To Earth PB

Global partnerships. Since 80's in the business. Cutting-edge technology. Multi-industry experience. Well 
respected client base. Innovative, customised solutions. If there's anyone in the country who 
thoroughly understands the dynamics of water treatment: from purification to recycling and 
management to economics—it's  Triveni. The Water Engineers.

THE WATER ENGINEERS

ENGINEERING WATER TO PERFECTION 
WATER PURIFICATION    WATER RECYCLING    WATER MANAGEMENT     WATER ECONOMICS

TRIVENI ENGINEERING & INDUSTRIES LTD.
 WATER BUSINESS GROUP

A-44, Hosiery Complex, Phase-II Extension, Noida - 201305,

National Capital Region (NCR), India.

Phone: +(91)-(120)-4748000. FAX: +(91)-(120)-4243049

Email: wbg@projects.trivenigroup.com

www.trivenigroup.com
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O P I N I O N

CELEBRATING  
BANDHAVGARH

T
HE HEADY MIX of  lush vegetation, fine reddish dust blowing 
from narrow earthen tracks and wild flowers spreading their love-
ly  smell  cannot be  easily forgotten. The mesmerising images  
linger on even after one has left the enchanting wilderness. I am 

talking  of  Bandhavgarh in Madhya Pradesh, one of  India’s  finest tiger 
reserves and national parks, well-known for its history, hills, forests and 
meadows, and of course, the mighty tiger.

The unique thing about this reserve is that it offers fresh glimpses to 
nature lovers every time they visit. So, one may spot a cave or a new veg-
etation growth or an elusive leopard atop a hillock not seen previously. I 
spotted a flock of Malabar pied hornbills here  in  April end, besides  young   
tiger  cubs  walking  quietly  along  the  dusty  roads.

It takes decades for a place like Bandhavgarh to develop and man-

In its 50th year, the tiger  
reserve and national park in 
Madhya Pradesh, come across 
as a melting pot of history,  
biodiversity and of course, a  
booming tiger population
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Bandhavgarh National 
Park has close to 85-90 
tigers, including a large 

number of cubs

ABHILASH KHANDEKAR 
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79   JAN 1-15 2016

ENVIRONMENTAL  
AUDIT FOR 
SUSTAINABLE 
INDUSTRIALIZATION

TRAINING 
PROGRAMME ON

FOR DETAILS CONTACT:
DR. HETAL MODI, Senior Research Associate, 

Centre for Science and Environment, 41, Tughalakabad Institutional Area, New Delhi-1100 62
Phone: 011-29955124, 299956394 • Ext no: 251 • Email: hetal.mandalaywala@cseindia.org, 

Mobile: 8860062334

COURSE FEES

t 25,000/-* per participant 

(Fees Includes training material, 

boarding and lodging, travel from 

New Delhi to AAETI and back) 

COURSE DURATION

August 1st - 4th, 2018

COURSE VENUE

Anil Agarwal Environmental 

Training Institute (AAETI), Nimli, 

Rajasthan.

LAST DATE FOR APPLYING

June 30th, 2018 

“Environmental Audit” is a tool to assess the status of compliance to regulatory and other 

requirements such as performance of pollution control systems installed; conservation of 

resources & to assess conversion efficiency of input resources. It also helps, to enlist of 

the findings as shortcomings, to initiate corrective and preventive actions. 

Anil Agarwal Environment Training Institute (AAETI) recognizes this need and 

offers a four-days training programme on ‘Environmental Audit for sustainable 
Industrialization’. 

The objective of the programme is to provide a better understanding of the key aspects 

of relevant legislations, protocols and tools for auditing and self regulation system. The 

training programme consists of lectures from experts, discussions, case studies and class 

exercises. 

COURSE HIGHLIGHTS 

1. Self-Regulation & Environmental Audit; 

2. Protocols, Methods and Tools for Auditing; 

3. Planning the Audit- Objective, Scope & Criteria;

4. Approach on how to conduct Water, Energy and Material Balance; 

5. Audit Gap Analysis and Management Plans for Continual Improvement; 

6. Practical Audit Skill Building Including Checklist Development. 

7. Green Rating as a tool for Life Cycle Assessment.

WHO CAN APPLY

Consultants and auditors, Environmental managers from industries, Environmental 

regulators, Students and researchers

*FIRST 15 PARTICIPANTS WILL GET 20% EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT. 
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age its own ecology that can sustain the pressure of a burgeoning 
human population, and at the same time, nurture wildlife. After 
all, the predator-prey ratio has to be delicately balanced for a re-
serve like this to survive. Bandhavgarh was declared a national park 
in 1968 and a tiger reserve in 1994. However, way back in 1972, 
when the Wildlife (Protection) Act came into force, the scientific 
management of the reserve had already begun. When the reserve’s 
golden jubilee was celebrated with much fanfare in the last week of 
April this year, the pristine forest had covered itself with the new-
ly-grown leaves of  the luxuriant sal or Shorea robusta and the vi-
brant maroon-coloured kusum (Schleichera oleosa), to name just a 
few. I found that the bamboo clumps too added to the natural beau-
ty. This mixed forest is what really makes 
Bandhavgarh stand out.

With the early summer breeze blowing 
past me and the Sun’s rays not too harsh, 
it was just the right time to be in the park. 
I have visited Bandhavgarh many times, 
but every time, the park has challenged my 
knowledge of the different species it har-
bours. Classical conservationists argue 
that people should visit protected forests to 
appreciate the flora and fauna, and not just 
for tiger sighting. But they too are crestfall-
en when the big cat refuses to come out of 
the forests. Incidentally, Bandhavgarh is a 
tiger reserve which not only guarantees tiger viewing much more 
frequently than say Kanha or Corbett, but it also satisfies classical 
conservationists, thanks to its rich biodiversity. The reserve’s land-
scape is amazing and beyond comparison with any other nation-
al  park or  tiger  reserve.

Delving into the past
This ancient land dates back to the time of  the Ramayana. Legend 
says Lord Ram gifted this piece of  land to his brother Lakshman. 
That is how the place derives its name—bandhav meaning broth-
er and garh standing for fort. Bandhavgarh was once the kingdom 
of the Baghela dynasty (the name is derived from the word bagh 
or tiger) with widespread human habitation and a popular shi-
kargarh or hunting place for king Ramchandra Baghel (1555-92). 
Experts say that the last Indian cheetah was shot in the Tala range 
of Bandhavgarh just before it was declared a national park. After 
the last king of the Baghela dynasty Vikramaditya Singh shifted his 
capital to Rewa around 1935, Bandhavgarh became the home for 
tigers that we celebrate now.

But Bandhavgarh is not only famed for its tigers. Nestled in the 
Vindhyachal and Satpura ranges, the park is part of  the Central 
Indian Highlands and the Deccan Peninsula. A plethora  of   his-
torical monuments  built by  the Baghela dynasty, and also the  
Kalachuris, who came to power in the 9th century,  provide a su-
perb backdrop to this tiger land. Spread across 1,537 square kilome-
tres, Bandhavgarh boasts of 32 hillocks, several Hindu-Buddhist 
caves, century-old tanks and valleys. It harbours at least 515 plant 

species, 130 grass species, 250 avian species and over 36 species of 
animals. The rich grasslands at Bathan, Sehra, Rajbehra and near  
the Tala range support chausingha (four-horned antelope), hare, 
black buck, chinkara (Indian gazelle), blue bull, chital  (spotted 
deer) and bison. Bandhavgarh and its adjoining Panpatha Wildlife 
Sanctuary attract hundreds of tourists, researchers and wildlife lov-
ers every year. An imposing yet dilapidated 3rd-4th century AD fort 
situated 811 metres above sea level offers the right kind of habitat 
for birds and tigers alike. It was here that I spotted the hornbills.

The park has close to 85-90 tigers, including a large number 
of cubs. The most famous male tiger Charger and his female coun-
terpart Sita have made Bandhavgarh popular across the world. 

Sita’s offsprings are still populating the 
reserve, although she mysteriously dis-
appeared at the age of 16-17 years, having 
had a record of six litters between 1986 
and 1996. She was last spotted around 
June 1998. Till date, no one knows how 
she died. “Bandhavgarh stands today as 
the only  testimony to the finest fusion be-
tween history and natural history,” says M 
K Ranjitsinh, India’s celebrated wildlife 
expert. “The combination of  rare land-
scapes you find here is unique,” he adds. 
Compared to Kanha or Ranthambore, 
Bandhavgarh is a compact park. Its mixed 

forests, coupled with the distinct presence of  sal  trees, water bod-
ies and escarpments provide a natural habitat to a large number of 
raptors such as a variety of vultures, including the white-rumped 
vulture and the Egyptian vulture.

A bison land, too
Though Bandhavgarh has always been the land of  tigers, it was 
also home to the Indian bison or Gaur  (Bos gaurus). However, in 
the mid-1990s, the bison population vanished just like tigers dis-
appeared from Panna and Sariska. “A bison herd was seen here 
for a few years. I was lucky to have spotted the last solitary male in 
November 1995 in the Chakradhara area,” says Anil Nagar, a wild-
life official, who served in Bandhavgarh at that time.

However, things are looking up these days. Thanks to the man-
agement skills of the Madhya Pradesh forest department spear-
headed by former chief wildlife warden H S Pabla, a strategy was 
worked out with South African experts to translocate as many as 
50 bisons from Kanha to Bandhavgarh by road. At first, 19 animals 
were introduced in the park in January 2011 and monitored well. 
Then in March 2012, as many as 31 bisons were introduced again. 
This was done to maintain the gene pool of this attractive bovine 
species. In the history of India’s wildlife, I consider this to be a high-
ly successful experiment to rewild a park with a large animal like the 
bison. Now, the bison population at Bandhavgarh stands at 100, a 
proof of astute wildlife management. 

(The author is a senior journalist and member of the Madhya 
Pradesh Wildlife Board)

Bandhavgarh was once 
the kingdom of the 

Baghela dynasty (the 
name is derived from 

the word bagh or tiger) 
with widespread human 
habitation and a popular 

shikargarh or hunting 
place for king Ramchandra 

Baghel (1555-92)
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YOU PAY

L 5,000  
per database. 

L 8,000  
for the two together. 

Free t-shirt with every order (till 
stocks last).

Free subscription to CSE's 
specialized daily environmental 
news alert service direct to your 
Inbox for one month from the 
date of your order. 

For details, please contact: 
kiran@cseindia.org  
Phone: 9871215338

Centre for Science and Environment 
41, Tughlakabad Institutional Area, New 
Delhi 110 062  
Phone: 91-11- 40616000 (Extn: 287)  
Fax: 91-11-29955879

LET THE

LAW
CATCH UP 
WITH YOU

Environmental law? You said it. CSE's Environment 
Intelligence Service brings you two unique digital 
databases that will keep you completely updated about all 
environmental regulations, and proceedings in courts on 
environmental cases. 

Environmental Governance Database, for all Central 
and state regulations on environment and 
development. For details, visit http://egd.cseindia.org

 Environment In-Court Database, for every important 
intervention, order and judgment on environmental 
issues passed by the Supreme Court of India, High 
Courts and the National Green Tribunal. For details, 
visit http://eic.cseindia.org

The only databases of their kind in India. With 
advanced search options and easy to access 

archives. Seamless navigation. Accessible and 
downloadable in multiple formats (excel, pdf etc). 

Veritable online encyclopaedias with real-time 
information, updated every hour, daily. Invaluable 
for researchers, students, writers and legal eagles.
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E
LECTIONEERING HAS come to an end in 
Karnataka, though with  many  twists  and  turns. 
With  this  election, the countdown  for  the  next  
general elections in May 2019  has started. In the 

next 11 months or  so, there would  be  a few state assem-
bly elections, each of  them adding to the restlessness  
over  the  political  fate of  both the ruling and opposition  
parties at the Centre.

There are many political permutations and combi-
nations  that will decide the electoral results. But, one 
can say with a fair level of confidence, that  the next elec-
tions would be fought more 
over delivery of  development 
in rural areas than any other 
issue. Specifically, the agrar-
ian crisis will emerge as the 
biggest issue. Why?

First, a new phase of rural 
distress is brewing just like the 
monsoon somewhere deep in-
side the Arabian Sea. Since 
February (as the cover story in 
this edition finds out), erratic 
rains and unseasonal weath-
er events have battered farmers, who were anyway un-
der huge debt due to drastic low returns from their earlier 
crops. In such a situation, farmers are desperately waiting 
for a normal monsoon not  only in  terms  of  arrival and 
overall quantum, but as something that delivers rains ac-
cording to the crop cycle needs. Indications are already 
strong that the monsoon would be erratic in its spread. 
This means a  great threat  of  crop  failure hovers over  
India.  In  case  this  scenario  comes true, there would be 
widespread farmers’ unrests, particularly in states like 
Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh, which are going to polls 
by this year end. Governments have to focus majorly on 
delivering the right packages to farmers. The focus of the 
governments would be completely on the agriculture sec-
tor that has suffered much in recent years.

Second, food inflation is picking up, partly due to the 

rise in fuel price and partly due to crop loss in the last 
three months. Let’s  talk  about  food  inflation.  After three  
months  of  stagnation, retail  inflation  picked  up  in April 
due  to fuel and food price rise. Going by recent experi-
ences, the government is unusually sensitive to food in-
flation due to the influential middle class. And invariably, 
government imports food produces to deflate the price. 
But  this means the domestic produces also lose price in-
centives, leading to less returns for farmers. This further 
adds on to the woes  of  farmers. In Madhya Pradesh, on-
ion and garlic farmers are already out on the streets due 

to very low procurement pric-
es for their produces. Similar 
situations will be widespread 
in the near future. This will 
surely push the government 
to focus more on ensuring the 
right price to farmers.

Third, India’s chief fi-
nance minister—the mon-
soon—is again turning out 
to be uncertain. Though 
the India Meteorological 
Department has predicted a 

normal monsoon, there are already speculations over its 
spread and spatial distribution. The long pre-monsoon 
erratic weather events have raised a question over the fate 
of the monsoon. What if the monsoon doesn’t shower ac-
cording to its normal pattern? This will be the toughest 
situation for any government in an election year. Again, 
in this situation, governments have to scramble to rescue 
farmers with relief measures, however misplaced.

All the three scenarios aforementioned must be an-
alysed in the context that farmers are a distressed lot. A 
normal monsoon will wipe out their debts and distress. 
They are enduring an unfair market that the govern-
ment has created. In an election year, no party can afford 
to ignore this deadly legacy. So, at least the electioneer-
ing will be around rural issues, and particularly around 
agriculture.              @down2earthindia

L A S T  W O R D

CIVIL LINES RICHARD MAHAPATRA

The countdown begins   
Irrespective of being left or right in orientation,  
the next elections will be about rural issues

TARIQUE AZIZ /  CSE
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CLEANER FLY ASH 
BRICK PRODUCTION
Building construction in India is estimated to grow at a rate of 6.6 per 

cent per year between 2005 and 2030. At present, around 75 per 
cent of the total walling material market is dominated by fired clay bricks. 
However, Fly ash bricks & blocks sector is becoming the best alternative to 
replace red bricks. With Government norms getting lenient for the sector 
to promote its utilization, a substantial growth in number of manufacturing 
units is observed. This has aroused a need to address numerous challenges 
associated with the sector to make it environmentally sustainable.
Centre for Science and Environment (CSE) and All India Association of Fly 
Ash Products (AFAPM) are jointly organizing a Four (04) days capacity 
building programme for Fly ash brick entrepreneurs and consultants to 
strengthen their capability to address such challenges.

COURSE HIGHLIGHTS: 
1. Applicable Rules and Regulations;
2. Issues and Challenges;
3. Understanding of raw material, their sources, composition and quality 

parameters 
4. Comparative analysis of fly ash brick manufacturng machines;
5. Mechanization and Automation of manufacturing process;
6. Interaction with National level experts;
7. Class exercises and field visit in addition to lecture shall be the 

components of entire training programme to provide hands on 
experience.

AAETI SIGNATURE SESSION: QUALITY ASSURANCE
Special session on Good practices for storage, transport & handling of raw 
material at fly ash brick manufacturing units. Emphasis will also be given on 
quality brick production. 

FOR DETAILS CONTACT:
Ishita Garg, Senior Research Associate, Environmental Governance Unit (Compliance Enforcement),
Centre for Science and Environment,
41, Tughlakabad Institutional Area, New Delhi-110062
Ph: 91-11-2995 5124 / 6110 (Ext. 251); Fax: 91-11-2995 5879 Mobile: +91 9899676011 Email: ishita.garg@cseindia.org

COURSE FEES  
The course is not chargeable, 
however, interested applicants 
are required to fill up the 
participation form at www.
cseindia.org/fly-ash-8622. 
Shortlisted participants will be 
informed through the mail.

COURSE DURATION
17–20 July 2018

TIMING
9:30 a.m. – 5.30 p.m.

COURSE VENUE
Anil Agarwal Environment 
Training Institute (a Centre 
for Science and Environment 
initiative), Nimli (near Alwar), 
Tijara, Rajasthan.

LAST DATE FOR APPLYING
30 June 2018

OPEN FOR
Fly ash brick Enterpreneurs, 
Consultants associated in 
this field, Researchers and 
Prospective stakeholders.
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Five days  

training programme on

ENVIRONMENTAL 

MANAGEMENT AND 

COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE  

IN MINES

For details contact: Arjunvir Kol Chak, Research Associate, Impact Assessment Unit
Centre for Science and Environment 
41, Tughlakabad Institutional Area, New Delhi-110062
Email at: arjunvir.chak@cseindia.org • Mobile: +919140693585 / +919899676027 / +919650737735 / 
+919999160725 • Phone: +91-11-2995 5124/ 6110 (Ext. 383) • Fax: +91-11-2995 5879

TRAINING METHODOLOGY: 

Lectures, case studies,  

class exercises and discussions.

COURSE FEES

Rs 30,000/- (Includes Tuition fee, External 

expert lectures and sessions, Boarding and 

lodging, Transport from New Delhi to AAETI 

and back, Training material)

COURSE DURATION

June 25 - 29, 2018

COURSE VENUE

Anil Agarwal Environment Training Institute 

(AAETI), Nimli, Alwar (Rajasthan)

LAST DATE FOR APPLYING

June 18, 2018

OPEN FOR ALL

Mine managers, environmental managers 

, environmental consultants, mining 

consultants ,SPCB(s) ,IBM officials , 

academicians ,students and NGO’s

F o r  r e g i s t r a t i o n :  k i n d l y  e m a i l  a t  S u j i t @ c s e i n d i a . o r g

The Center for Science and Environment (CSE) is conducting a five-day 
training programme aimed at giving practical exposure to participants 
on Environmental Management and Compliance in Mines for mining 

and mineral industry from 25–29 June 2018.
The minerals sector is a key driver of the country’s industrial growth. 

However, it has brought in its wake severe environmental repercussions and 
social conflicts. One of the greatest challenges, therefore, is how to make 
mining environmentally and socially acceptable. 

There is a genuine need to develop the capacity of those involved in the 
mining industry, including environmental consultants, mining professionals, 
project proponents, compliance authorities, academics and NGOs to 
understand the issues, and identify and implement solutions for the overall 
interest of communities and the nation.

Take away from the programme
1. Legislative framework—Acts and policy for mine management and 

compliance.
2. Advancement in mining technology and how technology is used for 

environmental management.
3. Overview of mining operations, issues, impacts and challenges.
4. Air quality management in mines.
5. Water Management in mines (ground and surface water including mine’s 

seepage water management).
6. Waste management.
7. Mine closure plans—International and National best practices.
8. Star rating, key performance indicators for mines rating.
9. Mine inspection, audit and its reporting.
10. Mine safety management and its compliance reporting.
11. Key performance indicators to assess environmental and social 

sustainability reporting.
12. Preparation of an environmental management plan (EMP), including 

budget estimates.
13. Benefit sharing practices like District Mineral Foundation (DMF), 

Corporate Social responsibility (CSR),etc.

Selection will  
be done on first 

come first  
basis
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